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Abstract 
In this thesis, we consider the problem of testing linear hypotheses in a general 
linear model. The usual definition of testability is extended and we will convert 
a hypothesis into an equivalent hypothesis involving only estimable functions. In 
the case where the hypothesis is testable, we obtain an F-statistic for testing 
the hypothesis. A new method of obtaining equivalent hypotheses is proposed in 
Chapter 3. Using this method, the equivalent hypotheses and the corresponding 
F-statistic are simple and expressed explicitly in terms of the matrices in the 
model. The results are then extended to the case of constrained linear models. 
The extension will be used to deal with linear models with missing observations. 
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In statistics, the use of linear models is a common and important tool for study-
ing the relation between a set of variables. These variables can be quantitative 
or qualitative. Many useful statistical methods such as the regression analysis 
models, the analysis of variance models and the analysis of covariance models 
are based on the theory of linear models. For example, if we want to study the 
relationship between GPA (Grade Point Average) and intelligence quotient (IQ), 
a linear regression model may be appropriate. On the other hand, if we want to 
investigate the effect of different human races on body weights, we may use the 
analysis of variance model since it is useful for dealing with qualitative indepen-
dent variables. In addition, the technique of linear models has a wide application 
in many fields of natural and social sciences. 
In a linear model, we have a dependent variable and a set of independent 
variables. Once a model has been set up, we may want to estimate the unknown 
parameters in the model. Here, the method of least squares is usually used. 
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After we obtain the estimates, we want to know their accuracy. Therefore, we will 
estimate the variances of these estimates. The next problem we may be interested 
in is testing hypotheses about the parameters in tke model. For example, in the 
analysis of variance model, we would test if a factor has a significant effect. 
Indeed, this thesis is mainly concerned with testing hypotheses in linear models. 
First we introduce some definitions and notations in matrix algebra. For 
the sake of brevity, fundamental concepts such as vector spaces, subspaces and 
dimensions will not be given. Actually, these concepts can be found in many 
textbooks on linear algebra such as Graybill (1983). Let A be an n x p real 
matrix and x G 3¾" be an n x 1 vector, where 况” is the vector space of n x 1 real 
vectors. Denote by A' the transpose of A and 3^(A) C 况"the subspace spanned 
by the column vectors of the matrix A. It is also called the column space of A. 
Note that for any n x 1 vector cc, x G 3^(A) if, and only if, there exists a p x 1 
vector u such that x = Au. The dimension of the column space of A is called the 
rank of A which is denoted by rank(A). Moreover, for a given m x p real matrix 
B, [A' B'] is a p x [n + m) partitioned matrix. 
A general linear model is defined as 
y = A|3 + e , (1.1) 
where y is an n x 1 vector of observations, (3 is a p x 1 vector of unknown 
parameters, A is the n x p design matrix and e is an n x 1 vector of random 
errors. Moreover, we assume that e has zero mean vector and variance-covariance 
matrix c^In where a is an unknown parameter and / „ is the n x n identity matrix. 
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Furthermore, in hypothesis testing, e is assumed to have a normal distribution. 
If so, the model can also be written as 
y � N ^ , a ' Q , (1.2) 
i.e., y has a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector A|3 and variance-
covariance matrix cr^ In-
To estimate the unknown vector parameter (3, least squares method is applied. 
This method minimizes the error sum of squares e'e with respect to |3. If rank(^) 
二 p, then it is well known that the estimate for /5 is 
/5 = ( A ' A ) - M ' y , (1.3) 
/ / A 
where [A A) ~^ denotes the inverse of A A. It is easy to prove that ^ is unbiased 
for |3. However, for models with less than full rank, i.e., rank(A) < p, it can be 
shown that there is no linear unbiased estimate for /9 (see p.l50 of Wang and 
Chow (1994)). In this case, we will restrict ourselves to a class of parametric 
functions which are called estimable functions and defined as follows: 
Definition 1.1 A parametric function h'f5 is said to be estimable if it has a linear 
unbiased estimate, i.e., there exists an n x 1 vector c such that E{c'y) — h'(3 for 
all (5. 
It can be shown that b'f3 is estimable if, and only if, b G 3^(A') (see Theorem 
5.1.2 of Wang and Chow (1994)). 
As mentioned above, we may also be interested in testing hypotheses about 
the parameters. In this thesis, when we talk about a hypothesis, we actually 
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mean a linear hypothesis as follows: 
H : B[3 = r] , (1.4) 
for a known nonzero m x p matrix B and an m x 1 vector rj G ^{B). For models 
with less than full rank, we require the hypothesis in (1.4) to be testable which is 
usually defined as: 
Definition 1.2 Under the model in (1.2), the linear hypothesis in (1.4) is said 
to be testable if all of the elements of B(3 are estimable functions. 
Note that the above condition of testability is equivalent to ^ {B ' ) C ^ (^ ' ) . 
Also, hypothesis (1.4) is regarded as nontestable if Definition 1.2 is not satisfied, 
i.e., some of the elements of B ^ are nonestimable. The method of testing a 
testable hypothesis has been discussed by many authors and can be found in 
most textbooks on linear models such as Searle (1971). In Appendix A, we will 
give a short review of hypothesis testing in linear models. 
However, Peixoto (1986) pointed out that Definition 1.2 is inconveniently 
restrictive. In Peixoto (1986, §1.2), he considered testing the significance of the 
addition of a set of variables and assume A and |3 are conformally partitioned as 
A = [Xi X2] and /3 二 [/¾ /¾]' where /¾ and /¾ are respectively pi x 1 and p2 x 1 
vectors with pi + p2 = p. Assume that 3 (^J^2) 2 3^(^i), it is natural to consider 
the hypothesis: 
H ： 2^ - 0 . (1.5) 
Nevertheless, hypothesis (1.5) may not be testable. He then argued that an 
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appropriate hypothesis which is testable is 
H ： ( 4 — x , { x [ x , y x [ ) x 2 f s 2 = 0 , (1.6) 
where [X[Xi )~ denotes a generalized inverse of X [ X i . (The definition of gener-
alized inverses of a matrix will be given in Appendix A). Although the hypothesis 
in (1.6) is testable, hypothesis (1.5) is more intuitive. So it is desired to have a 
more general definition of testability so that hypothesis (1.5) can be considered 
as testable. Therefore, he extended Definition 1.2 to: 
Definition 1.3 (Definition 2.1 of Peixoto (1986)) Under the model in (1.2), the 
linear hypothesis in (1.4) is said to be: 
i) completely testable if ^ {B ' ) C 3^(A')； 
ii) partially testable i f ^ ( ^ ' ) g 3^(A') but 3^(A')n^(B') 7^  {0} , the zero vector 
space ； 
iii) nontestable if ^{A') H ^B') 二 { 0 } . 
A hypothesis is said to be testable if it is either completely testable or partially 
testable. 
Note that a testable hypothesis according to Definition 1.2 is said to be com-
pletely testable in Definition 1.3. Also, a partially testable hypothesis which is 
regarded as nontestable according to Definition 1.2 is now considered as testable. 
In order to distinguish Definition 1.3 from Definition 1.2, we refer to Definition 1.2 
the usual definition of testability and Definition 1.3 the new definition of testabil-
ity. In the rest of this thesis, unless otherwise specified, when we said a hypothesis 
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is testable, it means testability according to Definition 1.3. Note that if a hypothe-
sis is completely testable, i.e., ^ {B ' ) C 况(4')，then ^(^' )n3^(^' ) 二 ^ {B ' ) ^ {0} . 
Therefore, a linear hypothesis is testable if, and only if, 3^(A') fl ^ {B ' ) + {0} , i.e., 
there exists a linear combination of the elements of B[3 which is estimable. Equiv-
alently, a hypothesis is nontestable if every linear combination of the elements of 
B(3 is nonestimable. 
Peixoto (1986) also developed a method of transforming a testable hypothesis 
into an equivalent completely testable hypothesis (see Chapter 2 for the definition 
of equivalent hypotheses). In this way, we can use the existing theory to derive 
the test statistic for the hypothesis. Under the new definition of testability, the 
hypothesis in (1.5) can be shown to be testable and equivalent to the hypothesis 
in (1.6). The method of Peixoto (1986) makes use of the matrix: 
A{XA)-X{I-{UU-)')， (1.7) 
where U 二 A{I — B_B). Nevertheless, the matrix in (1.7) is quite complicated 
since it involves the calculations of generalized inverses several times. Following 
the theory of Peixoto (1986), Chan and Li (1995) proposed another method to 
the problem. The method of Peixoto (1986) and Chan and Li (1995) will be 
mentioned in Chapter 2. 
In Chapter 3, we suggest a new method which replaces the matrix in (1.7) by 
a much simpler matrix: 
A{A'A^B'B)-B' . (1.8) 
The corresponding equivalent hypothesis is simple and can be expressed explicitly 
6 
by the model matrices. Examples will be given to illustrate the use of the new 
method. The results are then extended to the case of constrained linear models 
in Chapter 4. The extension can be used to deal with linear models with miss-
ing observations. Finally, we shall compare the new method with the existing 
methods and present our discussions in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 
Testing Testable Hypotheses in 
Linear Models 
In this chapter, the concept of equivalent hypotheses is defined. A general 
theory of testing testable hypotheses in linear models is then given. The idea is 
to convert a testable hypothesis into an equivalent completely testable hypothesis. 
In this way, existing theory can be used to derive the usual i^-statistic for testing 
the hypothesis. In fact, part of the theory has been given in Peixoto (1986). 
However, a matrix identity given in Chan and Li (1995) is used here to obtain 
another form for the test statistic and to prove its invariance. Finally, the two 
methods of deriving test statistics are reviewed. 
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2.1 A General Theory 
Recall that the general linear model under normality (see (1.2)) is given by 
y �稱，？/n), 
and we are interested in testing the linear hypothesis (see (1.4)): 
H : B[3 二 7], 
where B is a known nonzero m x p matrix and rj is a known m x 1 vector in ^{B). 
Consider another hypothesis Hb： 
Hb： Dp = i , (2.1) 
where D is a known nonzero q x p matrix and ^ is a known q x 1 vector in 
^{D). Following Section 2.2 of Peixoto (1986), we have the definition of equivalent 
hypotheses: 
Definition 2.1.1 (Definition 2.2 of Peixoto (1986)) The hypotheses H and Hh 
in (1.4) and (2.1), respectively, are said to be equivalent under the model in (1.2) 
if 
i) ^(E ' )n3^(A' ) = 3^^p ' )n^ (A ' )； 
and if there exist two matrices Tn and T^ such that 
ii) TnB 二 TLD ； 
iii) THTj 二 TiC ； 
iv) ^{B'T'H) = ^{B') n ^{A') • 
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As an alternative to the above definition, del Rio (1989) defined equivalent 
hypotheses using the coordinate-free version of linear models and the' term geo-
metrical equivalence was used in his paper. Also, Chan and Li (1995) considered 
equivalent hypotheses in a statistical model. However, these two definitions were 
not expressed explicitly in terms of the model matrices A and B. Therefore, we 
adopt the definition of Peixoto (1986) in this thesis. Accordingly, we have: 
Lemma 2.1.1 Let T be an r x m matrix such that 
^{B'T') = ^{B')n^{A') , (2.2) 
and consider the following hypothesis: 
Ha : TB/3 = Trj . (2.3) 
Then the hypotheses H in (1.4) and Hc in (2.3) are equivalent under the model 
in (1.2). 
Proof: First, we have 
^{B'T') n 3f^(A') = [dl{B') n ^{A')] n 5^(A') - ^{B') n ^{A'). 
So condition i) in Definition 2.1.1 is satisfied. Second, by taking T^ 二 T and 
Ti 二 /m, the remaining conditions in Definition 2.1.1 are clearly satisfied. 
By Lemma 2.1.1, in order to convert the hypothesis in (1.4) into an equivalent 
hypothesis, it suffices to find a matrix T such that (2.2) holds. Since ^{B'T')— 
^{B') n3^(A') C 3^(A'), the elements in TB|3 are estimable. Also, there exists an 
r X n matrix $ such that 
B'T' = A'^'， 
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i.e., 
TB = ^A . (2.4) 
Moreover, as rj G 況(5), there exists a p x 1 vector u such that rj = Bu. Thus, by 
(2.4)， 
Trj = TBu = TBB_Bu 二 TBB_rj 二 ^AB_rj . (2.5) 
As a result, the hypothesis H � i n (2.3) can also be written as 
Hd ： ^A/? = ^AB-rj . 
Finally, since ^ {B ' ) n 3^(A') - _ T ' ) - ^ (A '$ ' ) , the hypothesis in (1.4) is 
testable if, and only if, ^A is a nonzero matrix by Definition 1.3. We reach the 
following: 
Theorem 2.1.1 For the matrix $ in (2.4), the linear hypothesis H in (1.4) is 
equivalent to the hypothesis: 
Hd ： ^A^ = ^AB_rj , (2.6) 
(whose elements are estimable functions) under the linear model in (1.2). More-
over, H is testable if, and only if, ^A is a nonzero matrix. 
Note that the matrix T in (2.2) (and the matrix $ in (2.4)) is not unique. 
Later, we will review two methods of obtaining equivalent hypotheses which are 
based on the theories above. In fact, these methods differ only in the choice of T 
(and $). Now suppose that the hypothesis H in (1.4) is testable. In what follows, 
we derive the test statistic for testing H. Let RSS be the minimum value of ee 
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where e is the n x 1 vector of random errors in the model y = A^^e in (1.1). RSS 
is called the residual sum of squares for the linear model in (1.2). Also, let RSSi^ 
be the minimum value of e'e under the constraint in H. Moreover, let RSS& be 
the residual sum of squares for the model in (1.2) under Hd in (2.6). Since H and 
Hd are equivalent, from Section 3.2 of Peixoto (1986)，we have 
R S S _ / y = RSS& . 
So we would test the equivalent completely testable hypothesis H^ instead of 
H. Using Theorem A.3.1 in Appendix A.3, the usual i^-statistic for testing the 
hypothesis H^ in (2.6) is: 
= ( R S S ^ , - RSS)/rank(^A) 
— RSS/ (n - rank(A) ) , ( � 
which follows an F-distribution with rank($A) and n-rank(A) degrees of freedom 
when the hypothesis Hd is true. 
I 
In order to evaluate RSSn^ — RSS, we use the following matrix identity for the 
j 
decomposition of sum of squares. The identity is proved in Chan and Li (1995). 丨 
i j 
i 
Lemma 2.1.2 For any matrices A and $ (which conform), the matrix identity 
holds: 
AA+ = A(I - {^A)-^A)[A{I — ($A) -$A) ]+ + {^AA+)+^AA+ . (2.8) 
In fact, the matrix identity given in Chan and Li (1995) is: 
AA+ = A(I - {^A)+^A)[A{I — ($A)+$A)]+ + {^AA+)+^AA+ . (2.9) 
However, from the proof of Chan and Li (1995), we can see that (2.9) is still valid 
if we replace ($A)+ by ($A)" . To evaluate RSS；/^, first note that by Theorem 
12 
2.2.4 (iii) of Wang and Chow (1994), |3 satisfies the hypothesis Hd if, and only if, 
P = {^A)-^AB-T] + ( / — {^A)-^A)a , 
for some a G 3¾^ . Therefore, when the hypothesis H^ is true,, we have the model 
y � A ^ ( A [ ( $ A ) - $ A B - 7 / + ( / - {^A)-^A)a] , a^Q , (2.10) 
i.e., 
{y — A{^A)-^AB-rj)�N�A�I - {^A)-^A)a，a^Q . (2.11) 
From Appendix A.3, we know that 
RSS = y'{In-AA^)y , (2.12) 
where A+ denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of the matrix A (see Definition A.1.2 
in the Appendix). So the residual sum of squares of the model in (1.2) under the 
I 
hypothesis Hd, RSS/-/^, is (on using (2.11) and (2.12)): 
RSSn, = {y - A{^A)-^AB-r])'{I - A{I - (cE>A)"$A) 
I 
[A{I - (^A)-$A)]+)(?/ - A{^A)-^AB-T]) . (2.13) ] 
« 
On the other hand, since ( / — AA^)A = A'{I - AA+) = 0，we have 
RSS - {y - A{^A)-^AB-rj)'{I — AA+){y - A{^A)-^AB-r]) . (2.14) 
Let Q = RSSffd — RSS. Using the matrix identity in Lemma 2.1.2, we obtain 
Q = {y - A{^A)-^AB-T])'{AA+ - A{I - ($A)"$A) 
[A{I — ($A)-$A)]+)(2/ - A{^A)-^AB-rj) 
= { y — A{^A)-^AB-rj)'{^AA+)+^AA+{y — A($_A)-$AB-") 
= { y - AB-rj)'{^AA+)+^AA+{y — AB-rj). 
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/ 
Therefore, the i^-statistic for testing hypothesis Hd becomes 
二 Q/rank(^A) 
_ RSS/ (n-rank(y l ) ) , � oj 
where the numerator sum of squares statistic Q has the form 
Q = {y - AB-r])'{^AA+)+^AA+{y — AB_rj) . (2.16) 
Note that Q 二 0 for all y if, and only if, the matrix (^AA+)+$AA+ = 0. 
This is equivalent to ^AA^ = 0 (or ^A = 0), i.e., the hypothesis in (1.4) is 
nontestable. This means that the F-statistic will be zero if, and only if, the 
hypothesis is nontestable. This is an advantage of using the new definition of 
testability. Peixoto (1986) expressed Q in a different form: 
I 
Q* = {TBP - r])'{TB{A'A)-B'T')-{TB^ - rj) 
j 
二 [^A^ - 7 / ) ' ( $A(A 'A) -A '$ ' ) - ($A4 - 7/) , (2.17) | 
I 
where ^ = [XA)~Xy. However, it is more convenient to use Q instead of Q*. ！ 
First, we have already seen that in using Q, the test statistic for testing a hy- 丨 
* 
pothesis is equal to zero if, and only if, the hypothesis being tested is nontestable. 
Also, the vector {y — AB_r]) in (2.16) does not depend on the matrix $, and so 
we may concentrate only on the orthogonal projection matrix: 
^2 = ($AA+)+$AA+ , (2.18) 
in the evaluation of Q (see appendix A.2 for the definition of an orthogonal 
projection matrix). Moreover, we may use ^2 for the comparison of different 
methods of obtaining tests for various equivalent hypotheses. 
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Finally, we show that the test statistic F is invariant for testing any hypothesis 
that is equivalent to the hypothesis H in (1.4). Note that we only need to prove 
the invariance of Q. Now suppose that the hypothesis Hb in (2.1) is equivalent 
to H where Hb is given by: 
H,: Df5 = C-
Using Theorem 2.1.1, hypothesis H^ can be converted into the equivalent hypoth-
esis: 
H*d : $iA/9 二 $iAD_(f , 
for an s x n matrix $i with j 
^iA = TiD , 
where T\ is an s x q matrix such that ！ 
I 
I 
^{D'T[) = ^{D')n^A'). 
I 
Since hypotheses H and Hb are equivalent, we have ！ 
^{A'^[) - ^{D'T[) ‘ 
=^(J9 ' )n3f^(A ' ) 
= ^ ( 5 ' ) n ^ ( A ' ) 
二 ^(B'T') 
= ^ ( A ' $ ' ) . (2.19) 
Thus from Appendix A.2, 
A'$ ' (AV)+ = A '<(A'$ ; )+， 
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i.e., 
( $A)+$A = ( $ i A ) + $ i A . (2.20) 
Therefore, using the matrix identity in Lemma 2.1.2, we obtain 
($AA+)+$AA+ 二 ($iylA+)+$iAA+ . (2.21) 
Also, by (2.19), there exists an r x 5 matrix A such that 
$A = A $ i A . (2.22) 
I 
I So from (2.22) and the fact that Hd and H^ are equivalent, we have 丨 I i 
K^iAD'i 二 ^ AB—rj . 
i： 
Hence, 
^AA+AD-^ = ^AD'i I 
I 
= A $ i A D - < e I 
I 
i 
= ^ A B - r j [ 
- ^ A A + A B - 7 j . (2.23) | 
n 
Denote by Qj the numerator sum of squares statistic for testing the hypothesis 
H2. Thus, by (2.21) and (2.23) 
Qi = {y - AD-0'{^iAA+)+^,AA+{y - AD"0 
= { y - AD-0'{^y^A+V^AA+{y - AD-^) 
= ( y - AB-7j)'(^AA+)+^AA+(y - AB'Tj) 
二 Q. 
We conclude this section by the following theorem: 
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Theorem 2.1.2 Suppose the linear hypothesis H in (1.4) is testable under the 
linear model in (1.2). Then the F-statistic for testing H is given by : 
Q/rank(^A) 
= R S S / ( n - r a n k ( A ) ) ‘ 
where the numerator sum of squares statistic has the form 
Q = {y - AB-r])'[^AA^y^AA^{y — AB-rj) • 
Under the null hypothesis H, F has an F-distribution with rank($A) and n — 
rank(A) degrees of freedom. Moreover, the F-statistic is invariant for testing any 
I 
hypothesis that is equivalent to the hypothesis H. | 
I 
2.2 The Method of Peixoto 
Peixoto (1986) suggested that the matrix T in (2.2) can be taken as follows: 
T = {I-UU-)AB- , (2.24) | 
where U = A{I — B_B). By Theorem 2.1 of Peixoto (1986), we have “ 
TB = {I-UU-)A , (2.25) 
and 
^ B ' T ' ) ^ ^ { B ' ) n ^ { A ' ) . (2.26) 
Therefore, the equivalent hypothesis Hj, in (2.6) as given in Theorem 2.1.1 be-
comes 
H': (/ - UU-)A/3 = (/ - UU-)AB-rj , (2.27) 
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i.e., the matrix $ in (2.4) is equal to I — UU~. Moreover, by Theorem 2.1.1, the 
hypothesis in (1.4) is testable if, and only if, ( / — UU_)A is a nonzero matrix. 
Next, Peixoto (1986) used Q* in (2.17) to obtain his test statistic. However, 
as mentioned in the last section, we will use Q in (2.16) instead of Q* in our 
discussions. 
To find Q, we need only consider the orthogonal projection matrix ^2 in 
(2.18). In this case, 
f 
f 
^2 = [(/ - UU-)AA+]+{I — UU-)AA+ . (2.28) | 
！ 
\ 
. . . . , . , t 
In fact this orthogonal projection matrix can be simplified if we use U+ instead ！ 
of U~ in (2.28). To see this, first note that if G is a symmetric and idempotent 丨 
I i 
matrix, then by Theorem 6.2.14 of Graybill (1983), the Moore-Penrose inverse of | 
G is G itself and hence the orthogonal projection matrix G^G becomes GG 二 G. 
Now we prove that the matrix ( / — UU^)AA^ is symmetric and idempotent. ； 
First notice that AA^ and UU+ are symmetric, so we have i 
I 
[(/ — UU+)AA^]' = AA+ - {UU+AA^)' = AA+ — AA^UU+ . (2.29) • 
Since U = A{I — B-B)，we get 
AA+UU+ 二 yL4+A(/ — B_B)U+ = A{I — B-B)U+ = UU+ , (2.30) 
and hence 
[(/ — UU^)AA+]' = AA+ — UU+ . (2.31) 
This shows that {I — UU^)AA^ is symmetric and is equal to AA^ — UU+, Also, 
(AA+ - UU^f 二 AA+ + UU+ - AA^UU^ - UU^AA^ 
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=A^+ + UU+ - UU^ - {AA+UU+)' 
- A A + — UU+ , 
by (2.30). Therefore, ( / — UU^)AA^ is idempotent. Hence if we replace U~ by 
U+, the orthogonal projection matrix ^2 in (2.28) reduces to 
{ I - U U - ^ ) A A + , (2.32) 
which is also equal to . 
AA+ - UU+ . (2.33) ‘ 
(' 
Now we give two examples to illustrate the use of the method of Peixoto. | 
. . . i Example 2.2.1. Consider the one-way classification model: 
% = / i + ai + e,j j = 1, • • ' , n , , i = 1, • • • ,a , (2.34) | 
where Cij � N ( 0 , cr^ ) and are mutually independent. Here the design matrix A 
and the vector parameter |3 have the following forms: j 
A - [lN Dl{ln,)] and [3 - [^ a： • • • a,] ' , (2.35) • 
a 
where N = Y1 n^i, lyy is an Nx 1 vector of ones and L)J(l^J denotes the direct sum 
i=i ‘ 
of the vectors l^/s which is defined as (see Definition 8.8.2 of Graybill (1983)): 
1 n . . . n 
丄711 ^ni ^ni 
n 1 . . . n 
r^i2 丄712 r^i2 
r^(lnJ 二 ， 
• • • • 
• • • • 
n 0 • • • 1 
^Ua ^ria lria 
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where On, is an rii x 1 vector of zeros. Suppose we want to test the hypothesis of 
no treatment effect: 
H : Qi = »2 = •.. = Q^a = 0 , (2.36) 
i.e., B = [Oa Ia] and rj 二 Oa in (1.4). Note that the hypothesis in (2.36) is 
nontestable according to Definition 1.2 since the parametric functions a -^'s are 
nonestimable. However, it is testable under Definition 1.3 since the linear com-
binations ai — aj are estimable. To calculate U, first note that by Theorem 6.4.5 
h 
of Graybill (1983): I 
厂 1 丨‘ 
0 0： ！ 
B'B二 . j 




U = A{I-B-B) j 
a,、1 [ 1 。 二 1 1 
= l y V ^ i ( l n j ] I 
Oa aO, I 
I 
二 ljV NOa] , 1 
I 
M 
where ^0^ is an a x a matrix of zeros. To calculate U+, first note that 1^ = l]y/A^ 
on using Corollary 2.2.10 (7) of Wang and Chow (1994). So by Theorem 6.4.5 
of Graybill (1983), UU+ 二 lyvliv/#. In order to evaluate AA^, observe that 
ljv = B^(lnJla SO that ^{A) = ^(L>?(lnJ). Thus AA+ 二 L>i11〜）[_D?(lnJ] + . 
By Proposition 1.2.1 of Campbell and Meyer (1979), [i^(ln,)]+ = D^{l'^Jn,). 
Therefore 
yL4+ 二 Dl{U^)D^,{l'^Jn,) = D l ( U ^ l l j n , ) . (2.37) 
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Hence the orthogonal projection matrix in (2.33) is 
AA+ — UU^ = D l { l J j n , ) — ^  . (2.38) 
To obtain the equivalent hypothesis H! : ( / — UU^)Af3 二 0, we have 
{I-UU^)A^ = (/yv-^)[liv A^ (U)]/5 
/ , _^ , � i r nil7V nal7vA ^ 
= ( [ l " ^ ) ] - [ l " i f � i ^ ] ) " 
(ai - t o^JAOlni • 
i=i 
a i 
(a2 - E Oi^/N)ln^ J 
— i=l — • 
( a . - Ea. /yV)ln. f 
- 口1 」 
As a result, the equivalent hypothesis becomes 
1 ! 
H^ : «1 = a2 二 . •. = a^ , (2.39) • I 
I 
and the corresponding Q (in (2.16)) has a — 1 degrees of freedom. , 
！ 
Example 2.2.2. Consider the randomized complete block design model: j 
H 
Vzj = fJ' + a�+ ?>2 + ^u z 二 1 , . . . , a , j 二 1, • •., b , (2.40) 
where a]�iV(0 , a^) and are mutually independent. Here the design matrix A 
and the vector parameter (3 have the following forms: 
A = [lab h � h la ® h] and |3 = [// a： . . . a^ /¾ . •. /¾]'， (2.41) 
where 0 denotes the Kronecker product. Suppose we want to test the hypothesis: 
H : ai = a2 = . •. = a^ = 0， (2.42) 
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i.e., B = [Oa Ia aOb] and rj 二 0 � i n (1.4). It is easy to see that a generalized 
inverse of B is 
f。二 
B- = h , 
[tOa 
and so 
0: 0 0： 0； 
B_B= Ia 队 / " 0 6 ] 二 0 , h a O , . 
hOa 0¾ hOa hOh 
Therefore, 
U = A{I-B-B) 
[1 0： 0； 
==[la6 I a ^ U l a ^ h ] 0, J X aXh 
Ofe bOa Ib 
1 二 [la6 abOa la <S> 6^] • 
To calculate f/+, partition U as U = [ui U2] where Ui 二 1^ 6 and U2 — [abOa la^h • 
Since ui = U2[O', 1JJ', we have ^{U) = ^{U2). Thus, UU+ = U2U}. To find U}, 
note that (1^ 0 /¾)+ = (lJ 0 /广）(see p.53 of Wang and Chow (1994)). Also, 
1^ = Y'Ja, so (1^ 0 /6)+ = (1: (¾ h)|a. Hence 仏+ = [^ 6^^ (U ® /&)/a]' on using 
I Theorem 6.4.5 of Graybill (1983). Finally, we have 
I UU+ = U2U} 
, . 「 ~ i m ^ 
S' aOab 
1 二 [a6<^ a la 0 /&J 
I L {l'a^Ib)/a _ 





For the randomized block design, the matrix AA^ is given by 
AA+ = Lk - {Ia - U > ) � { h - hl'jb) , (2.43) 
from p.l69 of Hocking (1985). As a result, the orthogonal projection matrix 
AA^ - UU+ becomes 
4 
AA+ — UU+ = \{L — lal'a|a)� ui； . (2.44) 
0 
To obtain the equivalent hypothesis, we have 
I [I-UU^)A|3 = (/a6 - lall ^ /6/a)[la6 4 0 U la ^ /¾]/^ 
=[Oa6 (Ia - lal l /a) % U afeOfe]/? 
a 
<^ i - E OL,|a 
2=1 
= 丨 � l 6 . 
a 
OLa - E OL,|a 
L 口1 � 
Therefore, the equivalent hypothesis H^ becomes 
i f i : ai = a2 = . . . = a^ , (2.45) 
and the corresponding Q has a — 1 degrees of freedom. 
2.3 The method of Chan and Li 
Chan and Li (1995) obtained another form for the matrix T in (2.2)>which is 
different from (2.24). In what follows, we describe their method. 
Suppose we want to test the hypothesis in (1.4) under the linear model in 
(1.2). Let K be an k x p submatrix of B such that rank(/() = k and 
/ / / / 
rank[A K 二 rank[A B ] = rank(A) + k , (2.46) 
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so that 3f^(A')门 3^(A") = {0} . Without loss of generality, partition the matrix B 
as 
B' = [K' E'] , (2.47) 
for some (m — k) x p submatrix E of B. From [A' B'] = [A' K' E'] and the fact 
that rank[A' A"'] = rank[A' B']^ we have ^[E') C 3f^ ([A' K']). Thus, there exist 
an (m — k) x n matrix L and an (m — k) x k matrix M such that 
E = LA + MK . (2.48) 
Consider the (m — k) x p matrix [-M I]B. Note that 
K 
—M I]B = [-M I] 
E 
- - M K + E 
=LA . (2.49) 
Now we show that ^{B'[-M /]')(二 ^(A'Z/ ) ) 二 ^(B')门况(^4'). If so, the matrix 
T in (2.2) is [-M I] and the matrix $ in (2.4) is L. Chan and Li (1995) proved 
the equality by using the matrix identity in Lemma 2.1.2. Here we give another 
proof. To prove 3^(A'Z') = ^ {B ' ) H ^ (A' ) , first observe that by (2.49), it is clear 
that 3f^(A'l') C ^ {B ' ) n 5R(v4'). So it remains to show ^ {B ' ) n ^{A ' ) C ^ A ' l ' ) . 
To do this, notice that 
^{B') n ^{A') = ^{[K' E']) n ^{A') - ^{[K' A'L' + I<'M'])门 3^(A') • (2.50) 
Now suppose X is a p x 1 vector in 5R([A"' A'l' + I<'M'])门 ^{A'). Then there 
exist an n x 1 vector a, an k x 1 vector 8 and an (m — k) x 1 vector 7 such that 
X = Xa and x = I<'8 + [Xl' + I<'M')j , (2.51) 
丨 24 
i I ‘ 
r 
which implies 
A'a = I<'S + {A'L' + K'M'Yf , (2.52) 
i.e., 
A'{a-L'^) = K'{S^M'^) . (2.53) 
Since ^{A ' ) n ^ {K ' ) 二 {0} , we have 
！ A{a-L'j) = K'{Si-M'j) = 0 . (2.54) 
From this, we get A'a 二 A'Z/7 and hence x — A'a = A'L'^ G ^{A'L'). Therefore 
1 
^(^')n3^(A') C^{A'L'). 
^ As a result, the hypothesis in (1.4) can be converted into the following equiv-
[ alent hypothesis: 
;^ 
^ H^ ： LAP 二 LAB—f] . (2.55) 
t 
r. 
. Moreover, the hypothesis in (1.4) is testable if, and only if, LA is a nonzero 
I 
i 
I matrix. Also, the orthogonal projection matrix ^2 in (2.18) becomes 
f � 
1 {LAA+)+LAA+ . (2.56) 
L. i. 
I i 
i The corresponding numerator sum of squares statistic Q will have degrees of 
r 
I freedom equal to 
I * 
I rank(ZA) = rank(A'z') 
|| 
=dimension of 3R(^ ' )n^(5 ' ) 
I = rank(A) + rank(J5) — rank[A' B' 
I 




on using Theorem 2.1.1 of Wang and Chow (1994). For the special case where 
the hypothesis in (1.4) is in fact completely testable, i.e., ^ {B ' ) C 3^(A') so that 
k = rank[A' B'] — rank(v4) == 0, the matrix [-M I] becomes an identity matrix. 
Therefore we have B = LA. Thus, 
{LAA^YLAA^ = [LAA^)'[LAA^{LAA^)']-LAA^ 
丨 二（ i :AA+) ' ( i :AA+AA+i ; ' ) - i :AA+ 
={LAA^)'{LAA^L')-LAA^ 




j LAA+{y-AB-T]) = LA[(A'A)-A'ij-B-7j' 
: 二 B(A'A)-A'y-rj . (2.59) i 
I 
� Hence, the statistic Q is just 
k 
! Q 二（B(A'A)-A'?^ - v)'(B(A'ArB')-(B(A'ArA'y - rj) , (2.60) 
which is the usual result for testing a completely testable hypothesis, (see (A.3) 
I in Appendix A.3). 
I 
I Now we illustrate the use of this method by examples. In order to compare 
1 
J the different methods, we consider the one-way classification model and the ran-
m 
•., 
• domized block design model again. 
Example 2.3.1. Consider testing the hypothesis of no treatment effect in 
tthe one-way classification model in Example 2.2.1. Recall that 




• • n 
" 1 
j ‘ i 
First we determine the value of k. Notice that k = rank[A' B'] — rank(y l ' )= 
{a + 1) — a = 1. Take K to be the first row of B, i.e., K = [0 1 Ol_J. Then 
rank[A' K'] = a + 1 = rank(A') + 1. Next we need to find the matrix L. From 
the fact that E = LA + MK, we have 
E' = [A' I<']V' ’ (2.61) 
where V = [L M]. In our case, (2.61) becomes 
1:1 1:2 … C 0 
oLi ‘ 0：^  … o : a 1 
0' 1 = 0' 1 ' … 0 ' 0 V ' . (2.62) 
^a-l 7^1i 丄712 ^7la \ Z 
j • • • • • 
ia—1 • • • ’ ‘ 
0:1 0:2 . . . 1 : 0 L � 
Solving (2.62), we obtain 
— p — p • • • — p 
^ni n^i n^i 
^U2 On2 • • • On2 厂 / \ ‘ 
-1 :_1 ® en, 
n p . . . n 
/ n^3 r^13 n^3 
7 = . . . • 二 � i^(e, . ) ) , (2.63) • • • • 
i L i 
‘ 0 0 • • - F ,1 ^Ua ^Tia ^ria 
1 1 • • • 1 
where e ,^ 二 [1 0^_i]' G 况叫.Hence we may take the matrix L as 
� L = [ - l a - i ^ e ^ ^ D^,{eJ] . (2.64) 
To find the orthogonal projection matrix {LAA^)+LAA^, first notice that AA+ 
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i 
was given in (2.38) as AA+ = Dl[ln,l'^Jrii). Therefore, 
LAA^ = [ - l . - i ^ e： ^ n^2(^Jmin,lJn.) 
, , , , , l n i C i M O v^-ni 
二 [ - u _ i 0 e , ^ B^,(eJ] 
|_ 0;v-n, ^ n X , M _ ) _ 
= [ - 1 , _ 1 0 4 M i^2 ( l l .M) ] , (2.65) 
since e^ln, = 1. To calculate (LAA'^)^LAA^ , we use the formula (LAA^)^LAA^ = 
{LAA^)'[LAA^{LAA+)']'LAA^ as given in Theorem A.1.2 ii) in Appendix A.1. 
Now 
— l ' . 0 Ini/^i 
LAA+{LAA+)' = [-K_,^l'^Jn^ D^,{l'^Jn,)] 
[ ^ 5 ( l n . M ) _ 
= 柳 / r z O + l a - i l L i M . 
I By Theorem 8.3.3. of Graybill (1983), the inverse of LAA+{LAA+)' is given by: 
i 
I [LAA+{LAA^)']-' = D^,{n,) — n{n^)m{n,))'/N , 
E 
r where l2(n,) denotes the (a — 1) x 1 vector [ri2 •.. n � ' . As a result, 
1 {LAA+)+LAA+ 二 （ZAA+)'[i:v4A+(i:A4+)']-i:Av4+ 
? = {LAA+)'[D^,{n,) - l^(n,)(15(n,))7A^][-la-i 0 l^Jn^ D^,{l'jn,)] 
m 
I 二 {LAA+y{[-mn,)^i:jn, D^,{l'j] 
‘ 1 1 
; - [ ( [。 ) 1 5 (几相 1二 1 n{n^)l'^-nJN]) 
g| 厂 -
- l l _ l ^ l n i M , , 
二 [ - l2K-) 0 KJN D^[lJ - ll{n,)l'j,_^JN] 




— l n . C M - l n . C / A ^ -�l'N—njN 
_ -U-nXjN 刚 丄 , 〜 ) - l N - n A ' N - n j N _ 
= ^ i ( l n . C M ) - l y v i ; / ^ - (2.66) 
To obtain the equivalent hypothesis H^ : LAf3 二 0, we have 
LAP = [ - l , _ : ^ e l ^ Dl[eJ][lMDl[n,)]P 
f f ^ni lni ni ^a- l 
= [ - l a - i 0 e , ^ D^,[eJ] p 
lyV-ni a-lOni Z^(ln,) 
: [ O a - l — la-1 Ia-l]/^ 
—ai + a2 
—ai + a3 — • 
—ai + a^ 
As a result, the equivalent hypothesis becomes 
H^ ： ai = a2 二 . . . = Qa , (2.67) 
having a — 1 degrees of freedom. 
Example 2.3.2. Consider testing the hypothesis in (2.45) in the randomized 
complete block design model. Recall that 
j 
A = [ U Ia ® U la (8) h] and B = [0^ 4 M. • 
To determine the value of k, note that k 二 rajik[A' B'] — rank(/l') = (a + b)— 
； (a + b - 1) = 1. Take K to be the first row of B, i.e., K = [0 1 0 “ i 0:]. Then 
^ 
思 
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,1 
rank[A' A '^] — a + b = rank(A') + 1. In this case, (2.61) becomes 
[l； 1；…1； 0 
0：-1 1； 0 ； … 《 1 
0：-1 0； 1；…《0 , 
- y . (2.68) 
T ； ； •, ： ： 
^ a—1 • • • _ • 
bOa — 1 J 0； 0； . . . 1； 0 
h h •. • h 0^  
Solving (2.68), we obtain 
—Gb -&h • • • -^h 
&b Ofc . . . Ob � / \ _ 
- 1 : - 1 
•6 eb … O f c ® «6 
V � . . . 二（ I “ ； ， (2-69) 
• • • • 
[ 1 “ 
•6 0¾ • • • 66 
1 1 … 1 
where eb 二 [1 O^-i]' G 况石.Hence we may take the matrix L as 
L = [ - l a - i h - i ] ® 66 . (2.70) 
To find the orthogonal projection matrix {LAA^)^LAA^^ first notice that AA~^ 
was given in (2.43) as AA+ = hb — [h — l J l / a ) 0 [h — Uli,/6). Therefore, 
LAA^ = ( [ - 1 , _ 1 Ia-i] (8) el)[Iab - (Ia - hl'ja) 0 (If, - Ul'jh)] 
= - l a - l Ia-l] ® e[ - ([-la-l h-l] ® 6:)队-lJ^/a)�{h _ Ul[|h) 





= - l a - l L - l ] � e[ - [-la-l Ia-l] 0 (6: - l'jb) 
= | h l a - i / a - i ] ^ l : , (2.71) 
, 1 
since 6山=1 and [ - l a - i h-i]^a 二 [—la-i h-i] = Oa-i. To evaluate 
• la-l 
the orthogonal projection matrix [LAA^)^LAA^^ note that the matrix in (2.71) 
is just the special case of the matrix in (2.65) when rii = • • • = ria 二 b. Therefore, 
by (2.66) 
{LAA+yiAA^ 二 Dt{hl[/b) - UlJ{ab) 
=l{Ia--lal'a)^hll • 
0 a 
To obtain the equivalent hypothesis, we have 
LA|3 = ([-U_1 Ia-i] (8) e[)[l,b Ia ^ lb la ^ h]|3 
- . O a - l ( - l a - l L-l) a-lOb]^ 
—Ql + a2 
—ai + «3 . 
-cti + aa 
As a result, the equivalent hypothesis becomes 
H^ : ai 二 Q2 = . • • 二 a^ , (2.72) 
having a — 1 degrees of freedom. 
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Chapter 3 
A New Method of Obtaining 
Equivalent Hypotheses 
In the previous chapter, we introduced two methods of converting the hypothesis 
H in (1.4) into equivalent hypotheses of the form H^ given in (2.6). In order to 
derive Hd and the numerator sum of squares statistic Q in (2.16), the method of 
Peixoto (1986) uses the orthogonal projection matrix A A ^ - U U ^ in (2.32), where 
U 二 A ( / — B~B). However, the evaluation of this matrix can be quite involved 
as we need to calculate generalized inverses three times (viz., Av4+, B—B, and 
UU+). On the other hand, the matrix L in (2.49) in the method of Chan and 
Li (1995) cannot be expressed explicitly in terms of the matrices A and B in the 
model; it is a solution of the system of equations E' = [A' K']V' in (2.61) which 
may be inconvenient to solve, especially in more complicated models. 
In what follows, a new method is proposed to obtain an equivalent hypothesis 
of the form in (2.6). This equivalent hypothesis is simple and expressed explicitly 
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in terms of the model matrices A and B. First, we have: 
Lemma 3.1 For any n x p matrix A and m x p matrix B, 
i) A'A{A'A + B'B)-B'B = B'B{A'A + B'B)-A'A ； 
ii) dl{A') n ^{B') = ^A'A{A'A + B'B)-B'B). 
Proof: See Theorem 10.1.8.(a) and (e) of Rao and Mitra (1971). 
Using this lemma and Theorem 2.1.1, the hypothesis H in (1.4) is equivalent 
I 一 一 
S B'B{XA + B'B)-A'A|3 二 B'B{A'A + B'ByA'AB-j] , (3.1) 
which is also equivalent to 
�• ) 
‘ B{A'A + B'B)-A'A/3 = B{A'A + B'ByA'AB-rj , 
by taking T^ 二 B' and Tn = Ip in Definition 2.1.1. Note that 3^(A') C dt[A' B' 二 
I _ 
t ^{A'A + B'B) (and similarly ^{B') C 3^(A'A + B'B)). So by Theorem 2.2.3 of 
: Wang and Chow (1994), the matrix A(A'A + B'B)'B' ( = / ( , say,) is invariant 
I for any generalized inverse of {AA + B'B). Moreover, the hypothesis in (1.4) is 
r 
‘ nontestable if, and only if, K'A is a zero matrix, i.e., 
I i 
j B{AA + B'B)-A'A = 0 . (3.2) 
I Multiplying both side of (3.2) by the Moore-Penrose inverse of A and using the 
fact that A'AA+ = A', (3.2) becomes 




This means the hypothesis in (1.4) is nontestable if, and only if, K is a zero 
matrix. As a result, we have: 
Theorem 3.1 Under the model in (1.2), the hypothesis H in (1.4) is equivalent 
to the hypothesis: 
妒:K'A|3 二 I<'AB-r] , (3.4) 
where 
K 二 A(A'A + B ' B ) - B ' . (3.5) 
Moreover, H is testable if, and only if, K is a nonzero matrix. 
By Theorem 3.1, the matrix ^2 in (2.18) becomes 
； ^2 二 （A^ 'AA+)+ii:'AA+ 
f 二 [B{XA + B'B)-XAA^X'B{XA + B'B)-XAA^ 
1 n <.,! 
|丨 二 [B{XA + B'B)-Xy'B{XA + B'B)-A' 
I I �.i �• 1 
= { K ' y i < ' 
=KK+ . 
Hence the orthogonal projection matrix ^2 is just KK+ and the numerator sum 
of squares statistics Q in (2.16) has the form: 
Q = {y - AB-rj)'KK+{y — AB-rj). 
Also, the degrees of freedom in Q is rank(/('A) : rank(/(') : rank(/(). 
Using this new approach, the equivalent hypothesis in (3.4) can be expressed 
explicitly in terms of A and B via the matrix K in (3.5). Also, the form of K 
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is simple and it is not necessary to evaluate AA^ in the calculation of ^2 as 
was with the methods of Peixoto (1986) and Chan and Li (1995); we need only 
calculate generalized inverses twice (viz., {A'A + B ' B ) ' and K K ^ ) to obtain ^2-
For the special case where the hypothesis in (1.4) is completely testable, we have 
^{B') C 3^(A') so that B = RA for some m x n matrix R. The matrix K in (3.5) 
then becomes A{AA + A'R'RA)~A'R'. To calculate the orthogonal projection 
matrix A,A,+ in this case, note that by Lemma 3.1 ii), 
^{A'A{AA + A'R'RA)-A'R') = d^{A'A{A'A + A'R'RA)-A'R'RA) 
=^{A')n^A'R') 
二 ^(A'i?'). 
Thus, there exists an m x m nonsingular matrix A such that 
X A { X A ^ - X B ! R A ) - X B ! = A'i?'A . 
Multiplying both side of the equation by (A+)', we obtain 
A{A'A + A'R'RA)-A'R' 二 AA^R!\ , ‘ 
implying that ^(A(A'A + A'i?'iL4) — A'i?') 二 3f^(AA+i?'). Therefore, 
A{XA + XB^RAyXB![A{XA^A:B!RA)-XB!Y- 二 AA+i?'(AA+i?')+ . (3.6) 
Using similar arguments as in (2.58) and (2.59), the expression for the numerator 
sum of squares statistic Q is simplied to 
Q = (B(A'A)-A'y — 7 7 ) ' ( E ( A ' A ) - 5 ' ) - ( 5 ( A ' / l ) - A ' y - 77). 
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Now we give examples to demonstrate the use of the new method. 
Example 3.1. Consider testing the hypothesis of no treatment effect in the 
one-way classification model in Example 2.2.1. Recall that 
A = [lyv B^(lnJ] and B = [0, / , ] . (3.7) 
To find the matrix K in (3.5), we have 
‘ ‘ 1; 1 ( � 1 [ 0 : � 
AA^BB - [lN i^?(ln.)]+ [0. / . ] 
_m'n.)\ [h 
N [1JK-)]' 1 [ 0 0： = + 
_ lJ(nO Dl{n,) J [ Ox Ia 
— N [lJ(nO]' 
• " — • 
_ lJ(n,) Dl{n, + 1) 
Let An = N, A^ = [lJ(n,)]', A21 = lJ(n,) and A22 = i^(n!. + 1). Also, let 
A11.2 二 All — ^12^^2^^21- In our case, 
A1.2 二 N - [^(n^)]'Dl{^)mn^) = N — ± ^ 二 j： ^ . 
rii + 1 二 ^i + 1 S 叫 + 1 
By Theorem 2.2.6 ii) of Wang and Chow (1994), 
_ _ 
/ " , n , 〜 1 ^11.2 -^1l2^12^22 
{AA^BB)-^ 二 
— 2^2^ 2^1^ 11^ .2 ^22 + ^22^21^ii2^l2^22 L — 
_ ^n.2 ^ ' 
c^ Dl{:^f^) + Au.2c^a 
r- ^ �丁 -










姑 " 1 [ o ： 
= A 
_ « ^l '(^^^)+^1.2C^C.' J [ Ia _ 
! = [ 1 " 狐 , ) ] ^ 
: l B U ^ ) + An.2aa_ 
I = 1^ - + 柯 ； ^ ) + ^ n . 2 l ? ( . 7 i u ) " 
rii + i [Tii + ijAii.2 
= 柯 “ ^ + “ ， (3.8) 
rn + 1 1' l ' , • • . , , where S 二 [^^ ^ • • •几 ^ ^] . To find the orthogonal projection matrix KK\ 
first note that 8 = D^[j^^)l^ and - A n . 2 a = [^1'(^^^^)]'l7v. Therefore, 
8 G 3^(Z)?(^^^^)) and a G 况(^^?(^^^^)]'). Also, by Corollary 2.2.10 (7) of 
Wang and Chow (1994) and Proposition 1.2.1 of Campbell and Meyer (1979), 
[Dl[^^)]^ 二 ^ a ( i ! ^ L ± l l k ) . 
rii + 1 rii 
We then have, 
l ^ c : [ D l { ^ r 8 二 1 + [1-(, "；；, )]'7^ 1"((几2_ + 1)1二+)6 
n,_ + l {n, + l)A11.2 n, ) 
1' 1' 
— 1 J-1 1 ‘ ni U^q ]' 
—J- - ^11.2^A^.“^TT . . . TT. 
Tix + 1 ria + 1 
= 1 - A A S & 
= 0 . 
Thus, by equation (7) of Campbell and Meyer (1979, p.50), 
KK+ = DU^^)W{-^^T - W[DU^^T]^a[DU^^)]+ '^n, + r ^ i^ni + l7J ' n , + r^ ^ i^n,- + l ^ 
= A - ( ; ^ ) A a ( ( ^ ) S — {-Au.2lN/N){-A-,\l'^) 
'^i I 丄 '^1 
= 柳 乂 〜 ) - 1 " 4 / 1 
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For the equivalent hypothesis lP : I<'A|3 = 0, we have 
K'AP = [Dt{-^) + aS'][lMDt{U^)]/3 
^i十丄 
二 ^ ^ M ( & ” + i � ( ( ^ ^ r S k ^ h i . 2 丨1�(&)] ' ]} " 
二 { [ i T ( ; ^ )巧 ( & ) ] - [ 1 “ ^ )义 ]1 2 1“&则 * )丨 ' ] }々 
= h ^ ; ^ ) — Al—ll2l?(*)[l?(;^)]'l� 
I f ^ K - A - E ^ ) 




！ riq / . ^-1 A n,aj x i 7^(^^-^11-2 2 ^ ^ ) ! L “1 J 
i . 
I As a result, the equivalent hypothesis becomes 
I 
i 丑3 .釣=a2 二 . •. = aa , (3.9) 
I； 
！ having a — 1 degrees of freedom, 
'i 
Example 3.2. Consider testing the hypothesis in (2.45) in the randomized 
complete block design model. Recall that 
if 
A= [lab Ia^h la^Ib] and B = [Oa Ia aOb] • (3.10) 
. In this case, 
•1 
r 1 r * -
Kb 0： 
I A'A + B'B = /^0 1； [la6 Ia ® U la (^) h] + /^  [0, h aOb] 
f :: l'a ® h bOa 








i - • - -
j ah ( all 0 0： 0； 
I 二 bU bIa 1.1； + 0, Ia aO'b 
f aU Ull aIk 0¾ bO^ bOb 
I L J L � 
E' r ~ 1 
E 厂 ， ， 
ab bl^ al^ 
二 bK {b+l)Ia U : . (3.11) 
alb Ull aIb 
To find a generalized inverse of A'A + B'B, note that the rank of A'A + B'B is 
(a + b). Consider the {a + b) x {a + b) submatrix E of A'A + B'B: 
{bi-l)Ia 1.1； 
E= . (3.12) 
Ull aIb 
Let Eu = {h + 1 ) 4 , E u 二 l J “ E21 = lbl'a and E22 = al^. Now 
Eu.2 = Ell — E12E22E21 
=(^+l)/a-lai;(-)Ull 
a 
= ( 6 + l ) / a � l X a 
= [ { b ^ l - - ) - { - h l a + { - - ) l a i : , (3.13) a a a 
and its inverse is given by 
1 1 —b/a / 
11.2 = r r i ^ a — 6 + l - 6 / a + (a—l)( — 6 / a ) U � 
= ^ ( ^ + ^ la l l ) , (3.14) 
on using Theorem 8.3.4 of Graybill (1983). Hence 
r -
… — dl(^a + ^lX) - ^ ( I a + ^lXXlall)Wa) 
J1/ ^ ^ 




I • t 
I 1 
j 
— y;|: j(4 + |lala) ~h^a^b 
— , 
_ ~a^bla i(/6 + lbl'b) _ 
by Theorem 2.2.6 ii) of Wang and Chow (1994). As a result, 
0 0： 0； 
(A'A + B ' B ) - = 0. ^ ( / . + | U 1 ) - i l J ； , (3.15) 
_ 06 -ihi： k^t+ui[) _ 
by Theorem A.1.4 in Appendix A.1. Therefore the matrix K has the form 
K = A[XA^B'B)-B' 
0 0： 0； 0： 
二 A Oa ^ ( / a + IU：) - l l J ； la 
_ 0. - “ 1 : \{h + hl[) J [ bOa _ 
0： 
=[1.6 Ia ^  h la 0 /.] ^ ( 4 + |ljl) 
_ - . 1 “ 1 _ 
-r^(^a + -lal'a)� U — "lall ^ U 
0 + i a a 
= T ^ h ® U - � i � l a l : 0 l 6 b + 1 a[b + 1) 
= ^ ( ^ - " ^ l - C ) ^ U . (3.16) 
To obtain the orthogonal projection matrix K K \ first note that A,+ — [^  丄 ^ (/^ — 
^lal 'a )V^lt 二（ 6 + l ) ( / f ^ l X ) ® l : / 6 since the matrix / ^ - ^ l a l l is symmetric 
and idempotent. Therefore, 
KK+ = J^[{Ia — -1.1：) ® h][{b + 1)(4 — -1.1：)③ l[/b] 
0十丄 a a 
= ^ { I a - ^ l a l ' a ) ^ h l ' b • (3.17) 
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t » 
For the equivalent hypothesis, we have 
K'AP = ^ [ { h - \lal'a) ® l6][la6 h ® U la 0 h]P 
= 7 ^ [ O a h{h - - l a l l ) aO,]P u十丄 a 
a 
0^ 1 — E OL^ 
z = l 
a 
b <^ 2 - E OLi|a 
— i=l 
— … : . 
a 
OLa — E ai|a “ 
- i=l � ， 
Thus, the equivalent hypothesis becomes ； 
\ 
丑 3 :衡二购 =…=〜， (3.18) ； 
V 
/ 
having a — 1 degrees of freedom. 
4 
Example 3.3. As in Chapter 1，Peixoto (1986, §1.2) considered testing the , 
I 
significance of the addition of a set of variables and assumes in model (1.2) that | 
. . / /w ( 
A and /3 are conformally partitioned as A = [Xi X2] and j3 — [(3^ /¾] where j3i 
and /¾ are respectively pi x 1 and p2 x 1 vectors with pi + p2 = p. It is desired ‘ 
to test the hypothesis: 
H : /¾ = 0p2 , (3.19) 
i.e., B = [p2Op^  /p2] and 77 二 Op� in (1.4). To evaluate the matrix K in (3.5), note 
that , , ^i^i ^1^2 
AA+BB= , 
X2X1 X2X2 + Ip2 
and if we write 




then K = XiDi2 + ^2^22. Using formula (2.2.16) in Wang and Chow (1994) for 
a generalized inverse of a partitioned matrix, we have 
D22 = [lp2 + X2[In — ^1^1)^2. 
Du ——(义1不）^1 X2D22 , 
and so 
K 二 (In - X,X,^)X2n22 . 
As D22 is non-singular, the equivalent hypothesis becomes 
H': {Ir^-X,Xf)X2f32=0, 
which was also given in Peixoto (1986). However, he did not give a test statistic 
for testing the hypothesis. Using the new method, we have ‘ 
I 
I<K+ = [In — X^Xt)X2[{In - X1X1+)X2]+ . ； 
I 
I 
Moreover, the hypothesis is testable if, and only if, K is a nonzero matrix, i.e., j 
[In — X 1 X f ) X 2 + 0，or equivalently 况(叉2) 2 ^ {^ i ) - As a special case, consider [ 
<t 
the following two-factor model with one covariate: 
Vij = M + Q^t + /¾ + 7¾' + ^ij，^ 二 1,. •.,« ,J = 1, • . • , b， 
where Sij � i V ( 0 , c r 2 ) and are mutually independent, and we wish to test the 
hypothesis: 
H : 7 = 0 . 
In this case, A = [Xi X2] where Xi = [lab h ® U 1^  0 h] and X2 = 
•:11, • . •， i^b,. • •, :a i , . . •, Zab]'' Note that I — XiX^ is the matrix which gives 
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the residual sum of squares of the randomized block design model. From (2.43), 
/ - X i X + = ( / , — i l j l ) � [ h - lui；), 
a 0 
and so 
1^1 — ^i.—乏.1 + 乏,. 
^ib —乏1. — z,b + 乏,. 
{I-X,Xt)X2= \ , 
Zal 一 Za.—乏.1 + i . . 
Zah — a^. — .^6 + ^,. 丨 
1 b 1 a 1 a b 
where ,^-. = 7； E ^^, ^ = 1 , . . . ^, z_j 二 ^ E ^ , J = 1 , - . . ^ and z. 二 ^  E E ^zj- ‘ 
Oj=l i=l "0 i=l j=l 丨 
Thus, the numerator sum of squares statistic Q in (2.16) becomes | 
Q 二 y'(/-XiXi+)A[(/-XiXi+)X2]+z/ ‘ 
I 
二 ^ 
_ R.^ , � 
% 
a b — _ _ 
having one degree of freedom, where Ry^ — Y1 J2 {^ij — ^.—乏.]+ ^..){yij — Vi. _ 
i=\ j=l 
— — a b _ _ — 




Constrained Linear Models 
In the first section, we discuss the problem of testing hypotheses in linear models 
with linear constraints. We shall see that a linear constraint can be regarded 
as a component of the hypothesis to be tested. The corresponding equivalent 丨 
hypotheses and the test statistics for testing these hypotheses are derived by i 
using the new method in Chapter 3. The results in the first section will be used ’ 
I 
1 
to deal with the problem of missing observations in linear models. 
« 
4.1 Hypothesis Testing in Constrained Linear 
Models 
Consider the linear model in (1.2) together with a linear constraint 
C^ = r , (4.1) 
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where C is a given q x p matrix and r is a q x 1 vector with r G 3^(C). It is desired 
to test the linear hypothesis H in (1.4). The idea of testing H in the constrained 
linear model is to convert the model into an unconstrained linear model and then 
obtain the F-statistic for testing the hypothesis. 
Notice that the constraint in (4.1) is equivalent to 
P = C_T + [ I _ C - C ) P • (4.2) 
So the constrained linear model can be reduced to the following unconstrained 
linear model: 
y �N[A[I - C-C)P + A C " r , a'Q , (4.3) 
and the hypothesis H in (1.4) is converted into the hypothesis: 
H": B(^I — C-C)l3 = r]_BC—T. (4.4) : 
Thus, testing the hypothesis in (1.4) under the constrained linear model is the 
same as testing the hypothesis in (4.4) under the unconstrained linear model in 
(4.3). Therefore, using Theorem 3.1 with the matrices A in (1.2) as A(I — C-C), 
» 
B in (1.4) as B[I- C~C) and rj in (1.4) as r] — BC—r, the corresponding matrix 
K in (3.5) becomes: 
N = A{I — C-C)[{I — {C-C)'){A'A + B'B){I — C ' C ) ] " ( / — � C - C � ) B ' • (4.5) 
Also, the hypothesis in (1.4) is testable under the constrained linear model if, 
and only if, N is a nonzero matrix. Alternatively, using Definition 1.3 directly, 
H is nontestable if, and only if, 
dimension of ^{[A{I - C'C)]'}门 3^{[B(/ - C"C)] ' } 二 0 . (4.6) 
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Using Theorem 2.1.1 of Wang and Chow (1994), the above condition can be 
written as 
r a n k [ A ( / - C - C ) ] + r a n k [ 5 ( / - C - C ) ] - r a n k p ( / - C - C ) ) ' ( 5 ( / - C " C ) ) ' ] - 0 . 
(4.7) 
However, by Theorem A.1.3 in Appendix A.1, we have rank[A(/ — C~C)]— 
rank[A' C'] — rank(C) and similarly, 
r a n k [ ( A ( / - C - C ) ) ' [B{I-C-C))'] = r a n k { ( / - C " C ) ' [ A ' B']} 
f r 1 \ 
A 
二 rank ( / — C—C) 
U^J ； 
= r a n k [ A ' B' C'] - rank(C) . ： 
Therefore, (4.7) becomes 
rank[A' C ' ] - rank (C) + rank[B' C ' ] - rank(C) - ( rank[A ' B' C ' ] - rank (C ) ) = 0 , 
i.e., 
rank[A' C'] — rank(C) + rank[B' C'] — rank[A' B' C'] = 0 . (4.8) 
To conclude, we have: 
Theorem 4.1.1 For the given matrices A, B, C and vectors y, 77, r in (1.2), (1.4) 
and (4.1), suppose that [7/ r']' E 3 (^[_B' C']'). Then testing the hypothesis H in 
(1.4) under the constrained linear model is equivalent to testing the hypothesis: 
iP ： N'A[I — C-C)|3 二 N'A[I — C-C)[B{I — C—C)]—(" — BC'r) , (4.9) 
with the matrix N being 
N 二 A(J — C - C ) [ ( I - ( C - C ) ) ( A ' A + B ' B ) ( I 一 C " C ) ] - ( / — ( C Q ^ B ' , 
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under the unconstrained linear model in (4.3). The numerator sum of squares 
statistic in the i^-statistic is of the form 
g - = zNN+z , (4.10) 
where 
z = y - AC-r - A[l 一 C " C ) [ 5 ( / - C—C)] — (" - BC'r) , (4.11) 
and the degrees of freedom in Q^ is rank(iV). Moreover, H is testable if, and 
• 
only if, N is a nonzero matrix, i.e., ！ 
> 
rank(7V) = rank[A' C'] - rank(C) + rank[^' C'] - rank[A' B' C'] > 0 . (4.12) 
Now we give another expression for the equivalent hypothesis and the numer-
ator sum of squares statistic. First we have: , 
Lemma 4.1.1 For any n x p matrix A, m x p matrix B and q x p matrix C, 
^{[A{I- C-C)]') n ^{[B{I - C-C)]') = ^{[A{I- C-C)]') n ^{[B' c']). (4.13) 
Proof: First observe that 
一 ~\ 
f / / Irn 
[_e(/-c-co] =[B C] , 
_ -{C-)'B' 
so that we have ^{[B{I — C"C)] ' ) C ^{[B' C']) and therefore 
^{[A{I — C-C)]') n ^{[B{I — C-C)]') C (^[A(/ - C-C)]') n ^{[B' C']). 
On the other hand, suppose that 6 is a vector in 3^([A(/ — C~C)\)门况([5' C']). 
Then there exist vectors ^ , 82, and 63 such that 
e = (7 - C ' ( C " ) > i = B'62 + C'6s , 
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and so 
0 = (/-C'(C")>i 
二 （/ — C'{C-)')[B'82 + C% + C'{C-)'8,) 
=[I-C'[C-)')B'8,, 
since ( / - C'{C-)')C' = 0. Therefore, 
5R([A(/ - C-C)\) n 况([5' c']) C ^{[A{I — C"C)]') n mB(I - C-C)\), 
and the proof is completed. 
Now consider the hypothesis: 
B 1 \v 
H^ : |3 二 . (4.14) 
C 丁 
Lemma 4.1.2 Under the model in (4.3), the hypotheses H�in (4.4) and H^ in 
(4.14) are equivalent. 
Proof: First, by Lemma 4.1.1, condition i) of Definition 2.1.1 is satisfied. Secondly, 
take 
If 
Tn = [A{I - C-C)\A{I - C-C)[{I - (C"C)')(A'A + B'B){I - C"C)]-
[B[I-C-C)\ ； 
n = Tn[I -BC-], 
we have 
B B 






n = Tn[I - BC-] 
T 丁 
=Tn{v - BC-r) • 
Therefore conditions ii) and iii) of Definition 2.1.1 are satisfied. Finally, 
^{[B{I-C-C)]'TH) = ^{[B{I - C-C)]'B{I - C-C)[{I - {C-C)'){A'A + B'B) 
(/ - C-C)]-[A{I - C-C)]'A{I - C'C)) 
=^{[B{I - C'C)]') n ^[A{I — c—c)]'), 
by Lemma 3.1 ii) in Chapter 3. So condition iv) of Definition 2.1.1 is satisfied 
and the lemma is proved. 
By the above lemma and Theorem 3.1, we obtain: 
Theorem 4.1.2 For the given matrices A, B, C and vectors y, 77, r in (1.2), (1.4) 
and (4.1), suppose that [77' r']' G 況([5' C'\). Then testing the hypothesis H in 
(1.4) under the constrained linear model is equivalent to testing the hypothesis 
B T] 
H® : M'A{I - C-C)|3 = M'A{I - C'C) , (4.15) 
C T 
with the matrix M being 
M = A{I - C-C){[A{I — C-C)]'A{I — C-C) + B'B + C'C)-[B' C'] , (4.16) 
under the unconstrained linear model in (4.3). The numerator sum of squares 
statistic in the F-statistic is of the form 




z = y-AC-r-A{I-C-C) , (4.18) 
C 丁 
and the degrees of freedom in Q® is rank M. 
4.2 Linear Models with Missing Observations 
In this section, we consider the problem of missing observations in linear 
models. More specifically, we are interested in the problem of hypothesis testing 
in the analysis of variance models with missing observations. Again, we consider 
testing the linear hypothesis in (1.4) under the model in (1.2). However, suppose 
that there are m missing observations. Without loss of generality, the vector of 
observations y and the design matrix A in (1.2) can be partitioned as: 
yi ^1 
y = and A = , (4.19) 
V2 [ ^2 
where yi is an (n — m) x 1 vector of the remaining observations, y2 is an m x 1 
vector of missing observations, Ai is an {n — m) x p matrix and A2 is an m x p 
matrix. Because of the missing data, the model which should be used for the 
analysis is 
yi �A^(Ai/?，a”—) . (4.20) 
If the hypothesis H in (1.4) is completely testable under the model in (4.20), 
on using Theorem A.3.1 in Appendix A.3, the i^-statistic for testing H is: 
(RSSff^ — RSS4.2�)/rank(B) 
• 爪—RSS^-^7(rz-m-rank(Ai)), (斗.」丄） 
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where RSS^"^° is the residual sum of squares for the model in (4.20) and R S S � 
is the residual sum of squares for the model in (4.20) under the hypothesis H in 
(1.4). However, due to the missing data, some of the elements in the hypothesis 
may be nonestimable so that the hypothesis in (1.4) may not be completely 
testable under the model of available observations, i.e., the model in (4.20). We 
want to ask how to perform the analysis in this situation. 
The most natural and reasonable way to handle this situation is to transform 
the hypothesis into an equivalent completely testable hypothesis under the model 
in (4.20). This is because it is completely testable and equivalent to the original 
hypothesis. On the other hand, Hocking (1985) used the cell means model to 
analyze this problem. He converted the hypothesis into an effective hypothesis 
and test the effective hypothesis instead of the original hypothesis. Later we will 
show that the equivalent hypothesis is the same as the effective hypothesis. In 
this way, the use of the effective hypothesis is justisfied. 
In what follows, we describe Hocking's method of obtaining effective hypoth-
esis. First we give a brief introduction to the cell means model. Consider the 
two-way classification model. The usual over-parameterized form of this model 
is: 
Vijk = fx+ai^|3j + {a|3)^j+e^jk i = 1,-. . ,a , j = 1, . . .，b，k = 1,. . . , riij，(4.22) 
where Sijk � i V ( 0 , ^^) and are mutually independent. Alternatively, we may 
regard yijk as a random sample from a population with population mean fj,{j. In 
the cell means model, we just use fj,ij to describe our model. In this way, the 
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two-way classification model is written as 
Vijk = fJ^ij + £tjk i 二 1, • •., a , j 二 1,..., b，k 二 1,. •.，n,j . (4.23) 
Note that the design matrix for the model in (4.23) has full column rank. This 
means fjLij are estimable and so any linear hypothesis about fiij is completely 
testable. For example, the hypothesis of no row effect is 
6 b 
J2fM3 = Y^ [J^ s3 2i,<s = l r - . , a . (4.24) 
i=i i=i 
As another example, consider the two-way classification model without interac-
tion in its overparameterized form: 
yi]k = f^ + <^ t + ft + £砂 « = 1, • • •，a , j = 1，•. .，b , k = 1,- . . , n^j , (4.25) 
where £ijk � N { ^ , a^) and are mutually independent. To describe the assump-
tion of no interaction, the following constraints on /i,^ are used: 
f^ij - fJ'sj — fMt + fJ'st = 0 i,s 二 1, • • . , a , j,t = 1, • . . , b . (4.26) 
, 
Therefore, using the cell means model, the two-way classification model without 
interaction is written as: 
( 
Vijk 二 fJ'ij + ^ijk ^ 二 1,. . .，a ’ J = 1,- • .，b， k 二 1, . • .，riij , 
( s u b j e c t to (4.27) 
^ij — fJ>sj 一 fMt + f^st 二 0 i, s 二 1,. .. , a , j, t = 1,- . . ’ b . 
V 
In general, a cell means model is defined as (Definition 4.1 of Hocking (1985)): 




Gfi 二 g , (4.29) 
where y is an n x 1 vector of observations, // is a p x 1 vector of means, e is an 
n X 1 vector of random errors, G is a q x p matrix of rank q and g is a q x 1 vector 
such that g G 3^ (G )^. Finally, W is the n x p design matrix which has rank p. 
Suppose we want to test the hypothesis: 
Hm ： Hfi = h， (4.30) • 
where H is a known v x p matrix and h is a v x 1 vector in ^{H). As mentioned 
before, Hm is completely test'able since W has full column rank. However, it may 
not still be completely testable if there are missing observations. To deal with this 
！ 
problem, Hocking (1985) converted the model in (4.28) into an effective model and 
the hypothesis in (4.30) into an effective hypothesis. For testing the hypothesis 
Hm in (4.30) under the unconstrained cell means model, i.e., the model in (4.28) 
without the constraint in (4.29), suppose that there are m missing observations. 
Without loss of generality, partition W and /z as 
f^m 
w = [W^ W^ o] and fi = ， (4.31) 
fJ'o 
where Wm is an n x m matrix of zeros, Wo is the n x {p — m) design matrix 
for the observed observations, /i^ is an m x 1 vector of means corresponding to 
the missing cells and fj^�is a (j> — m) x 1 vector of means corresponding to the 
observed cells. Note that Wo also has full column rank. In this way, the model 
y 二 VK^A^�+ e , (4.32) 
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is called the effective model. To obtain the effective hypothesis, partition H in 
(4.30) as H = [Hm Ho] where Hm is a v x m matrix and Ho is a v x {p — m) 
matrix. Now perform elementary row operations to H and h to obtain 
rr TT L ^mm ^mo '^m 
H = [Hm Ho] — and h — , (4.33) 
v-uOm Hs "五 
where Hmm is a u x m matrix of rank u, Hmo is a u x {p — m) matrix, Hs is a 
(7; — u) X (p — m) matrix, hm is an u x 1 vector and h^ is a (v — u) x 1 vector. 
The effective hypothesis is defined as: 
H : : HsfJ^ o - hE . (4.34) 
I 
In this way, Hocking (1985) tested the effective hypothesis H^ instead of the 
original hypothesis under the effective model in (4.32). For testing the hypothesis 
Hm in (4.30) under the constrained cell means model, i.e., model (4.28) with the 
constraint in (4.29), the situation is more complicated as we may estimate the 
means of the unobserved populations through the constraints. For example, for 
the two-way classification model without interaction in (4.27), suppose a = 2, 
b = 3 and riu = 0. In this model, although rin 二 0, //u is estimable in view of the 
constraint /in = ^12 + /i21 — A^ 22. Therefore, any hypothesis about the parameters 
in the model is still completely testable. This type of model is called connected 
in Hocking (1985). To obtain the effective hypothesis for the constrained model, 
partitioned W and // as in (4.31). Furthermore, partition G in (4.29) as G = 
Gm. Go] where Gm is a q X m matrix and G�is a q x (p — m) matrix. Now 
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perform elementary row operations to G and g to obtain 
Gmm ^mo Qm 
G = [Gm Go] ~> and g ~^ , (4.35) 
q-tOm Gs 9E 
where Gmm is a t x m matrix of rank t, Gmo is a t x {p — m) matrix, Gs is a 
{q — t) X {p — m) matrix, g^ is a t x 1 vector and gE is a {q — t) x 1 vector. The 
constraint 
GsfJ'o 二 gE， （4.36) 
. '] 




Gmml^m + ^moA^o 二 9m . (4.37) j f i 
. . . I 
If Gmm is an m x m nonsingular matrix, then 厂爪 can be written as 1 
I 
fJ^m 二 <^ ;;lm07m — GmofJ'o) . (4.38) 
Hence fx^ is estimable. In fact, this is just the connected case mentioned above. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume Gmm = Im in this case. Thus, a model 
is connected if Gmm 二 Im. To test the hypothesis Hm in (4.30), first consider the 
connected case. Observe that H^ can be written as 
HmfJ^ m + Ho|Io = h . (4.39) 
From the above equation and (4.37) with Gmm 二 !m, the effective hypothesis is 
{Ho — HmGmo)fJ'o = h — Hm9m . (4.40) 
For the unconnected case, assume that Gmm = [It F] where F is a t x (m — t) 
matrix. Then (4.37) can be written as 
(J^ml + F|J,m2 + GmoPo = Qm , (4.41) 
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where /i^ is partitioned into jjLmi and firn2' Partition H in (4.30) as H 二 
Hmi Hm2 Ho] where Hmi, Hm2 and H�are v x t, v x (m — t) and v x [p — m) 
matrices respectively. In this way, the hypothesis Hm in (4.30) can be written as: 
Hmll^ml + Hm2fJ'm2 + HofJ^o = h . (4.42) 
Eliminating /x^i from (4.42) and (4.41) yields 
{Hm2 — HmlF)fJ,rn2 + (凡—^mlG^mo)/^o = h — HmlQm . (4.43) 
1 I 
I 
Write Hm2 — HmiF as 丑二 H � - HmiGmo as H* and h - Hmigm as h*. Also, let ！ 
_) • . I 
H* 二 [H^ H*]. Perform elementary row operations to H* and h* to obatin ‘ 
[ 
j 
, Hmm H_ m^ , � | 
W = [iJ； B：] 4 and h* 4 , (4.44) | 
v-uOm-t H^ h*E 
where 丑二爪 is a u x (m — t) matrix of rank u, H:�is a u x (p — m) matrix, H^ 
is a (u — u) X {p — m) matrix, h^ is a u x 1 vector and /i^ is a {v — u) x 1 vector. 
The effective hypothesis is 
H： : H*Ei^ o = h*E . (4.45) 
Thus, we test the effective hypothesis H^ instead of the original hypothesis under 
the effective model in (4.32) subject to the effective constraint in (4.36). 
After describing the method of Hocking (1985), we show that the effective 
hypothesis is in fact equivalent to the equivalent hypothesis as discussed in the 
Theorems below. We will consider the unconstrained and the constrained cell 
means model separately. First we have a theorem for the unconstrained cell 
means model: 
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Theorem 4.2.1 Suppose we want to test the hypothesis Hm in (4.30) under the 
cell means model y - Wy. + e in (4.28). Then testing the equivalent hypothesis: 
丑3 ： K'W^ = K'WH-h , (4.46) 
where K = W{W'W^H'H)~H' under the model in (4.28) is equivalent to testing 
the effective hypothesis H^ in (4.34) under the effective model in (4.32). 
Proof: Since elementary row operations will not change the row space of a matrix 
1 I i 
which is the subspace spanned by its row vectors, Hm in (4.30) is the same as: 丨 
i 
‘ 1 r ’ 1 i 
Hrnm J^mo ^m 1 
' = , I 
v-uOm Hs hs I 
il; 
Hmm Hjfio ^m ！ 
where and are given in (4.33). Therefore, we still use 
y-uOm ^E ^E 
Hrnm ^mo ^m 
H to denote and h to denote . To evaluate the matrix 
y-uOm Hs ^E 
K 二 W{W'W + H'H)-H', we have 
I 
, / m Oji ^mm mOy^u ^mm ^mo 
W 1^ + H H = [nO^ VF,] + 
^0 ^mo ^E v-uOm Hs 
HmmHmm ^mm^rno 
— . 
_ ( 丑 一 W ^ W o + ( 丑 細 + H'EHE _ 
If we write 
— • , , Du D,2 
{WW + HH)-= , 
D21 D22 • 
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then 
K = W[W'W^H'H)-H' 
Du Du , 




_ H— H^ _ 




Using formula (2.2.16) in Wang and Chow (1994, p.23) for a generalized inverse : 
I 
of a partitioned matrix, we have 
！ 
！ 
/ / / / / / ！ 
D<n 二 [K ^0 + Hra 0 Hmo + ^E ^E — H_ Hmm ( H_ Hmm ) — ^ mm ^ mo]— 
二 [ 农 + ^ 4 ^ + ((/-丑_丑二)丑動]-
^21 = -i^22^Tno^mm(^mm^mm) • 
t 
I f 
Since Hmm is a u x m matrix of rank u, HmmH^^ — Iu (see Theorem 6.2.16 of ‘ 
i 
Graybill (1983)). Thus, D22 = {W^Wo + i^^^O— and , 
I^oi^iCn + W o i ^ i C � = -WoD22H'^^H^^{Hi^Hmm)-Hi^ + WoD22Hi^ 
二 - W � D A o I u + W � D ^ o 
— 0 
— n^u •. 
As a result, 
K = [nO. ^ ^ o ( ^ > . + HEHE)-HE] . (4.47) 
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To obtain the equivalent hypothesis H^ : I<'Wfj, = K'WH-h, we have 
I<'W^ = 儿 [nOm Wo]f^ 
_ HE{WlW^ + H'EHE)-W: _ 
uO7n uOp-m 
= fJ' 
,uOm HE{WlW^^H'EHE)-WlW^ _ 
0, 
^ ― • 
_ HE{W',Wo + H'EHE)-W:Wofio _ 
Next we find a generalized inverse of H. Assume 
All A12 
H_ 二 (4.48) 
p-mOu A22 
By the equation HH~H = H, we have 
HmmXllHrnrn #mmAll#mo + {^mm^U + Hmot^22)HE Hmm H_ 
— ， 
v-uOm HE\22HE v-uOm ^E 
which implies An = H'^, A22 二 H^ and A12 二 —丑;爪丑则//云丑£；取.There-
fore, a generalized inverse of H is: 
H~m -H~m HmoHE ^EH^ 
H - = • (4.49) 
p—mOu ^E 
Hence we have 
uO7n uOp_m 
• KWH_h = 
^Om HE{WlWo + H'EHE)-WlWo 











_ HE{WlWo + H'EHE)-W'oWoH5hE 
As a result, the equivalent hypothesis becomes 
, 0. 0, 
丑3 ： 二 . 
_ ^ E ( ^ > 0 + i ^ E ^ ) " ^ > o / ^ o J [ HE{W'^ W^ + HEHE)-W:WoH5hE _ 
Using Theorem 3.1 in Chapter 3, it is equivalent to testing the effective hypothesis 
K : ^EfJ'o = hE , 
under the effective model 
y = WofJio + e • 
Therefore, the theorem is proved. 
Note that mHE{W',W, + H'EHE)-W;,Wo)'] = 3f^(W:)n^(i4)=寧‘芭)since 
Wo has full column rank. Therefore the effective hypothesis H^ and the equivalent 
hypothesis H^ are not only equivalent. They are indeed the same in the sense 
that their row spaces are the same. For the constrained cell means model, by 
Theorem 4.1.1, testing the hypothesis Hm in (4.30) under the cell means model 
y — WfJL + e subject to the constraint Gy, = g is equivalent to testing 
i P : N'W[I - G-G)^ - N'W{I - G-G)[H{I - G-Q)]-{h - HG'g) , (4.50) 
where 
N = W[I-G-G)[{I-{G-G)'){W'W+H'H){I-G-G)]-{I-{G-G)')H' , (4.51) 
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under the model: 
y �A^(VK(/ — G-G)fi + WG-g , a^Q • (4.52) 
Now we show that this is equivalent to testing the effective hypothesis under the 
effective model subject to the effective constraint. 
Theorem 4.2.2 Suppose we want to test the hypothesis H^ in (4.30) under the 
cell means model y = W^i^t in (4.28) subject to the constraint Gfi — g in (4.29). 
Then testing the equivalent hypothesis H^ in (4.50) under the model in (4.52) 
is equivalent to testing the effective hypothesis Hl in (4.45) under the effective 
model in (4.32) subject to the effective constraint in (4.36). 
Proof: Since the connected case is a special case of the unconnected case, we 
I 
I 
assume the model is unconnected, i.e., Gmm 二 [1< ^] where F is a t x (m — t) 
matrix. With the same argument as in the Theorem 4.2.1, we still use G to denote 
Grnm ^mo 9m 
and g to denote . First we show that the hypothesis H^n 
q-tOm Gs 9E 
in (4.30) is the same as 丑二//爪2 + H*fj,o = h* under the model in (4.28) subject to 
the constraint in (4.29) where H in (4.30) is partitioned as H = [Hmi Hm2 凡], 
丑二 二 Hm2 — HmiF, H* = Ho — HmiGmo and h* 二 h - Hmi9m- Notice that 
testing Hm under the model in (4.28) subject to the constraint in (4.29) is the 
same as testing 
H{I — G_G> 二 h - HG-g， (4.53) 
under the model in (4.52). Let iJi = [yOt H^ H*], It suffices to show that 
H{I - G-G) = Hi{I — G-G) and h — HG-g = /i* — HiG-g. To do this, first 
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. G:m -G:mGrnoGiGEG^k ^ , 
note that similar to (4.49), G~ = and hence 
p-mOt G^ 
/ r ] r 1 \ 
‘ Gmm —GmmGrnoGEGEGE Gmm Gmo 
H{I-G-G) = H I -
、 p-mOt G^ q — tOm ^E y 
I_G^^mGrnm -G:^^Gmo{I " G^GE) 
= [ H m l Hm2 Ho] 
p-mOm I — G^Gs 
= [Hml Hm2]{^ — G^^Gmm)(凡—[Hynl H^2]G^^Gm0)[^ — ^ ; ¾ ) . 
[ I t 1 
As Gmm 二 [li F], a generalized inverse of Gmm is and so [Hmi i/m2]G:m = 
m-tOt 
Hmi- Also, 
_ — tOt —F — 
Hml Hm2][i — GmmGmm) 二 [^ml ^m2] = [yOt ^m2 一 Hm\F . 
m-tOt I7n-t 
Therefore, H{I - G'"G) = [ .0, Hm2 — H^iF (丑。一HmiGmo){I — 6^¾¾)] 二 
M H : Hl { I - G^G^)]. On the other hand, 
I_G:mGrnm -G:^^^Gmo{I " G^Gs) 
H,{I-G-G) = 10, if； H：] 
p-mOm I — G^G^ 
— • 
= U ^ H: Hlil-GlGE)] 
二 H(J-G-G), 
since [”0力 ^ ] G ' " ^ 二 jDt. Also, 
一 一 
_ Gmm —GmmGmoGEGEGE 




一 _ 一 Qm 
—h — [Hml HoG^ — HmlGmoG^GEGE] 
_ gE _ 
= h — Hmigm + HmlGmoG^GEG^gE — HoG^QE 
—h* + HrraGmoGigE — HoG^gE 
=hT-H:G-EgE. 
Finally, 
r ^mm - ^mm ^ rno G^ Gs G^ 
h* - H,G-g = /i* - [,0, if； H：] g 
p-mOt G^ 
^ ^ _ 9m 
=h* - [yOt 丑：<^] 丨 
9E \ ； 
= h * 一 HlGE9E 
二 h - HG-g , 
and this verifies our claim. From (4.44), we can perform elementary row opera-
tions on Hi = [yOt H^ H*] to obtain 
.u^i Hmm. ^mo 
[.0, i7； H：]— . 
v — u^m H^ 
Denote [^Ot H^m] by &L. Note that r a n k ( ^ ^ ) = u. Also, use H to denote 
Hmm ^mo ~ "m 
and h to denote the vector which is the v x 1 vector in 
v-uOm H^ hj^ 
(4.44). The proof of the theorem will be completed if we can show that testing 
the hypothesis Hfj, = h using Theorem 4.1.1 under the model in (4.28) subject to 
the constraint in (4.29) is equivalent to testing the effective hypothesis in (4.45) 
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under the effective model in (4.32) subject to the effective constraint in (4.36). 
To do this, first notice that 
• ^ r _ 
£ ^mm ^mo ^ " ^mm^mm —G:mGmJj—GiGE� 
H (i — Gr Gj = 
v-uOm H^ p-mOm 工—G^Gs 
— 」 L. — 
^mm HL�I-GiGE) — ’ 
v-uOm H^{I — G^GE) 
since F ; ^ G - ^ 二 0. Also, 
~ ~ - ^mm ^mo ^mm —GmmGmoG^ j^G j^G^ , 
h — HG~g 二 h — g 
i 
tj-uOm ^E p—m Oi G^ 
~ uOt H^^G^ gm 
=h -
v-uOt H^G^ gE 
Kn — H*^oGE9E 
^ ― • 
h*E _ H*E^E9E 
As in (4.53), testing the hypothesis Hy, = Ji under the model in (4.28) subject to 
the constraint in (4.29) is the same as testing the hypothesis: 
H^m ^mo(^ — G^GE) Kn — H^GigE 
f^  = ， (4.54) 
v-uOm H^{I - G^GE) h*E — H%G^QE 
under the model in (4.52): 
y �N{W{I — G_G> + WG-g , a^Q . 
I_G:mGmm —0二爪6^„0(/—6^6^丑) 
Note that since {I-G-Q) = , W(I-
p-mOm I — G^Gs 
G~G) 二 [riOm Wo{I-GEGE)] . Also, H^^ is awxm matrix with rank(^^) 二 u. 
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Therefore, by Theorem 4.2.1, testing the hypothesis in (4.54) under the model in 
(4.52) is equivalent to testing the hypothesis: 
H*E[I — G^GE)Ao = h*E - Hyj^gE , 
under the model 
y �A^(W�(/ - G_EGE>o + WoG_EgE , ^'Q , 
which is the same as testing the effective hypothesis: 
� c : H*E^o 二 h*E , 
under the effective model: 
y = "^o/^�+ e . 
subject to the effective constraint: 
•E^^o 二 gE。 
The proof is completed. 
Example 4.2.1 Hocking (1985, p.88) consider a two-way classification model 
without interaction as in (4.27) with a = 2, b 二 3. Here, n” > 0 except that 
riii 二 0 (missing cells). For the vector parameter fi = [jjin /z12 1^3 /i21 A^22 A^ 23]', 
the model in (4.28) is of the form 
On12 ln12 On12 On12 On12 On12 
Oni3 Oni3 lni3 On13 On13 On13 
w = 0 0 0 1 0 n , 
^U2l n^2i ^n2i 丄7121 T^l21 *^ n2i ‘ 
0ri22 ^ri22 On22 On22 ln22 On22 
On23 On23 On23 0ri23 On23 ln23 
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The constraint of no interaction is GfJi 二 0 with 
1 —1 0 - 1 1 0 
G= . 
1 0 - 1 - 1 0 1 
The hypothesis of no row effect H^ : H i^ = 0 is of the form 
H = [1 1 1 — 1 — 1 — 1: . 
Using Theorem 4.1.2, the corresponding M matrix is 
^llni2 ^llni2 ^llni2 
2^1nl3 2^1nl3 2^1nl3 
,1 1 
M = n n n ， 
3^ + a "21 ^n21 ^n21 ‘ 
-^3^U22 ~^ln22 ~^ln22 
_/9J -0.] —QA 
*^ 4丄7123 1乂4丄7123 *^ 4丄7123 
where 
7 = ri12n21n22 + ri21n22n23 + n12n13n21 + n12n21n23 
<^  = ri12n1^n2in22 + n12n13n21n23 + rH2n2iri22n23 + 1^3^ 2l7^ 22^ 23 
Oi 二 几13几21几22 +几 2 1几 2 2几 2 3 
^ 2 二 几12几21几23 + n2in22n23 
O3 二 ^112几13?^21 + T^12^2iri23 
6)4 二 ^12^13^^21 + ri12,ri21n22 , 
and so the hypothesis H® in (4.15) becomes 
a 0 0 - a 0 0 
1 
^ ~ ~； ~ ~ a 0 0 —a 0 0 ^ 二 0， 37 + a 
a 0 0 —a 0 0 
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i.e., we are in effect testing the equivalent hypothesis 
V 
rr® 
H ： flu = fi2l , 
with one degree of freedom for Q®. Note that H® is the same as the origi-
nal hypothesis Hfj, = 0 since we can estimate /in through the constraint of no 
interaction. Moreover, the orthogonal projection matrix M M ^ takes the form 
- n 
^1ln12ln12 ^1^2ln12ln13 n12^n21 -< 1^< 3^ln12ln22 -^1^4ln12ln23 
O2O1ln^^ln,2 ^2ln13ln13 n13On21 -<92< 3^ln13ln22 -^^4lni3lri23 
MAf+ =丄 Q 0 0 0 0 . 
Q^/*y 7T.21 ^n12 n21 ^ni3 n21 ^n21 n21 ^n22 n21"n23 
-^30lln22^m2 -^3^21n221nl3 n22^ n21 3^1n221n22 3^^ 41n221123 
-<^4^lln23ln12 -^<^2ln23lni3 n23 ^n21 6>4^ 1n23 ^ 7132 l^^ n23^ n23 
• 一 
Example 4.2.2 Hocking (1985, p.l75) considers a two-way classification 
model without interaction as in (4.27) with a 二 b 二 3. Here, n{j > 0 except 
that ni3 =几23 = 3^1 =几32 二 0 (missing cells). For the vector parameter 
M = [A^13 M23 _ A^32 A^11 fJ'i2 i^2i fJ'22 /^ 33]', thc model in (4.28) is of the form 
•nii Onii Onii Onn ^nn ^nn ^nii Onn Onn 
Oni2 Oni2 Oni2 On12 n^i2 ^n12 ^ri12 n^i2 On12 
^^ On21 0/121 n^21 On21 Ori2l Ori2i ln21 On21 On21 , 
On22 On22 On22 O7222 On22 On22 0rx22 ln22 On22 
On33 On33 On33 On33 On33 On33 On33 On33 ln33 
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« 
The constraint of no interaction is Gfi 二 0 with 
~ _ 
1 —1 0 0 —1 0 1 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 0 —1 0 - 1 
G = . 
0 0 1 - 1 0 0 - 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 - 1 1 1 - 1 0 
The hypothesis of no row effect 丑爪 : H y . 二 0 is of the form 
1 —1 0 0 1 1 —1 - 1 0 
H= . 
1 0 —1 - 1 1 1 0 0 —1 
Using Theorem 4.1.2, the corresponding M matrix is 
- • 
27^ilnn On„ 54^iU,, 0叫 0 叫 - 2 7 仏 1 1 
27^2ln,. Oni2 54^Ui2 Oni2 0^,, - 2 7 � l „ i 2 
,^ 1 
M = 8 l 7 + 54a -27^3ln., 0.,, - 5 4 ~ 1吻 0刚 0吻 2 7 � 1 吻 ， 
-27^4ln22 0ri22 -54^4^7122 On22 On22 27^4ln22 
0n33 0n33 0n33 0n33 0n33 0n33 
— • 
where 
7 二 几11打12?^3 + 7^12^21^33 + ri11n22n33 + n2in22n33 
a 二 m1n12n21n33 + nnn12n22n33 + nun21n22n33 + ^12^21^22^33 
1^ = n12ri21n33 + n21n22n33 
02 = 1^17222^ 33 + n2iri22n33 
03 — n11n12n33 + n11n22ri33 
6>4 二 ？"^11介12几33 + 几12几21几33 , 
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and so the hypothesis H® in (4.15) becomes 
27a -27a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 54a -54a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
“ = 0 ’ 
8l7 + 54a ^ ‘ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-27a 27a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
i.e., we are in effect testing the equivalent hypothesis 
H® ： //13 == fJ'23 , 
with one degree of freedom for Q®. Note that here we could only compare the 
first and the second level of the row factor in view of the particular pattern of the 
missing cells. Moreover, the orthogonal projection matrix M M ^ takes the form 
^l^nnlnii ^l^2lnnln12 -^l^3ln11ln21 -^l^4lnnll22 1^1 ^"33 
^2<9llni2lnii ^l^n12^n12 -^^lni2ln2i -^2^4ln12C22 1^2 ^n33 
似似 + = 去 - ^ ^ l W l l n -O3O2lnJn,, 化21吻1二21 ^^4ln..l：,, n . , O . 3 3 . 
-6>4^lln22lnn -<^ 4<92ln22ln12 ~~ln22ln2i ^l^n22^n22 n22 ^n33 
3^3 ^ rill n33C^ ni2 ri33 On21 n33 On22 n33 ^n33 
From the above examples, we see that with missing cells, the equivalent hy-
potheses H® in (4.15) may have a lower rank than the original hypothesis and 
this depends on the pattern of the missing cells. In the first example, the model 
is connected. In this case, the equivalent hypothesis is not only equivalent to the 
original hypothesis, but also their ranks are equal. On the other hand, the model 
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in the second example is unconnected. The corresponding equivalent hypothesis 
has a lower rank than the original hypothesis. In fact, it is true in general that 
in a connected model, the equivalent hypothesis in (4.15) is of the same rank as 




In this thesis, we deal with the problem of testing linear hypotheses in linear 
models. We are interested in testing the linear hypothesis H in (1.4) under 
the linear models in (1.2). In Chapter 1, the usual definition of testability, i.e., 
Defintion 1.2 was extended to Definition 1.3 according to Peixoto (1986). A 
general theory oftesting testable hypotheses in linear models was given in Chapter 
2, where the concept of equivalent hypotheses was introduced. By Theorem 2.1.1, 
the hypothesis H in (1.4) is converted to its equivalent hypothesis Hd in (2.6). 
In the case where H is testable, we derive the usual F-statistic for testing H and 
prove its invariance. Note that Hd may have a lower rank than H, i.e., the rank 
of the matrix $A in (2.4) may be lower than the rank of B in (1.4). For example, 
in both Example 2.2.1 and Example 2.2.2, the original hypothesis has rank a 
while the rank of the equivalent hypothesis Hd has rank a — 1. Also, two existing 
methods of obtaining equivalent hypotheses, the methods of Peixoto (1986) and 
Chan and Li (1995)，were given. In Chapter 3，a new method was proposed to 
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derive equivalent hypotheses. In what follows, we compare these three methods. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, these methods differ only in the choice of $ 
in (2.4) and so we can use the orthogonal projection matrix ^2 in (2.18) in 
the numerator sum of squares statistic Q to compare these methods. In the 
method of Peixoto (1986), ^2 = ^A+ - UU+, where U = A(I — B_B). In 
the method of Chan and Li (1995), ^2 = {LAA^yLAA^, where L is given in 
(2.49). Finally, ^2 - KK+, where K - A[XA + B'B)_B' for the new method. 
Among these methods, the matrix L in the method of Chan and LI (1995) cannot 
be expressed explicitly in terms of the model matrices A and B. Therefore, it 
may be inconvenient to find ^2. Comparing the matrices K and I — UU_, the 
form of K is simpler, and since K'AA^ 二 / i ' , we have ^2 = KK^ for the new 
method. This means it is not necessary to compute AA^. Therefore, we need 
only to evaluate generalized inverses twice to obtain ^2. Moreover, we see from 
the examples that the evaluation of K K ^ (or MM+ in the constrained linear 
models) can be quite simple. For the randomized block design model and the 
one-way classification model with rii 二 • • • = n^, K was of the form P % e, 
where P is a symmetric and idempotent matrix and e is a vector. In this case, 
KK^ = (F (g) ee')/e'e. Also, in Example 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, ^ ( M ) 二 3^ (6")，where S 
is a vector. If so, MM+ = SS'/S'S. 
In Chapter 4, we discussed the problem of hypothesis testing in constrained 
linear models. The idea is to convert a constrained linear model into an un-
constrained model and then obtain the F-statistic for testing the hypothesis as 
before. Here, we used the new method in Chapter 3 to obtain an equivalent hy-
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pothesis and the corresponding i^-statistic. The result is given in Theorem 4.1.1. 
Note that by Lemma 4.1.2, we may treat the constraint as a component of the 
hypothesis to be tested and this gives another form of the equivalent hypothesis 
and its test statistic (see Theorem 4.1.2). In Section 4.2, the result in Section 
4.1 was used to deal with the problem of missing observations in the analysis of 
variance models. This is because the situation is common in practice due to the 
withdrawal or death of the experimental objects. Since a hypothesis may not 
still be completely testable under the model of available observations, we convert 
the original hypothesis into an equivalent hypothesis in the forms of (4.46) or 
(4.50) and test the equivalent hypothesis instead of the original one. Of course, 
there are other alternatives to the equivalent hypothesis. For example, Hocking 
(1985) handle the problem by converting the original hypothesis into an effective 
hypothesis as in (4.34) or (4.45). However, we reckon that the use of equivalent 
hypotheses is the most natural and reasonable way to deal with this situation. 
Also, in Theorem 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we proved that the effective hypotheses are the 
same as the equivalent hypotheses in the sense that they are equivalent and have 
the same rank. This justifies the method of Hocking (1985). His method involves 
performing elementary row operations on the model matrices. In this way, the 
effective hypothesis and the corresponding test statistic do not have an explicit 
form. So it is inconvenient to use. Also, the method of Hocking (1985) is only 
valid in the cell means model. Yet our method can be used in both cell means 




In this appendix, basic results on generalized inverses of matrices are given. The 
concept of an orthogonal projection is then introduced and expressed in terms of 
a generalized inverse. Finally, a brief review of hypothesis testing in linear models 
is given. 
A.1 Generalized Inverses of Matrices 
As we all know, if A is a p x p matrix of rank p, there exists a unique matrix 
A—i such that AA~^ = A~^A — Ip. This matrix A~^ is called the inverse of 
A. In this case, A is said to be nonsingular. If A is nonsingular, the system of 
linear equations Ax = b has a solution x : A~^b where b is a known p x 1 vector. 
However, for a singular or rectangular matrix A, its inverse does not exist and we 
would ask if there exists a matrix G such that x 二 Gb is a solution of the system 
of equations Ax = b. To answer this question, we need the following: 
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Definition A .1 .1 Let A be an n x p matrix. A p x n matrix G is called a 
generalized inverse of A if it satisfies: 
AGA = A . (A.1) ‘ 
We will denote G by A~. For a known n x 1 vector in 况 ⑷ ， i t can be shown 
that X = Gb is a solution to the system of equations Ax = b if, and only if, G 
is a generalized inverse of A (see Theorem 1 of Searle (1971, p.8)). Generalized 
inverses are useful in the study of systems of linear equations and linear models. 
It can be shown that for any n x p matrix A, its generalized inverse A~ always 
exists but may not be unique (see Section 1.1 of Searle (1971)). Note that when 
A is nonsingular, multiplying both sides of (A.1) by A~^ twice gives G = A~^. 
This means that G reduces to A~^ when A is nonsingular. Now we consider a 
particular type of generalized inverse which is called the Moore-Penrose inverse. 
Definition A.1.2 Let A be an n x p matrix. A p x n matrix M is called the 
Moore-Penrose inverse of A if it satisfies: 
i) AMA 二 A ； 
ii) MAM = M ； 
iii) [AM)' 二 碰； 
iv) {MA)' = MA • 
We will denote M by A+. From Condition i), we know that a Moore-Penrose 
inverse of a matrix A is also a generalized inverse of A. It can be shown that the 
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Moore-Penrose inverse always exists and is unique (see, for example, Theorem 
2.2.10 of Wang and Chow (1994)). Now we consider properties of generalized 
inverses. 
Theorem A .1.1 The four conditions in Definition A.1.2 are equivalent to: 
a) XAM 二 A'； 
b) M'MA = M'. 
Proofi First if AMA = A and (AM)' = AM, then 
A'AM 二 A'{AM)' = {AMA)' 二 A'. 
On the other hand, if A'AM = A\ then 
{AM)' 二 M'A = M'A'AM = {A'AM)'M = AM， 
so that AM is symmetric. Also, 
{AMA)' = A'{AM)' 二 A'AM = A', 
and hence AMA = _A. Therefore Conditions i) and iii) in Definitoin A.1.2 are 
equivalent to Condition a). Similarly, Conditions ii) and iv) in Definition A.1.2 
are equivalent to Conditon b). 
Theorem A.1.2 For any n x p matrix A, we have 
i) A{A'A)-A' = AA+ ； 
ii) A'{AA')-A = A+A . 
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Proof.. See Corollary 6.6.9.3 of Graybill (1983). 
Note that although {A'A)~ is not unique, the matrix A[XA)~A! is invariant 
for all generalized inverses (A'A)_ of X A and is equal to AA^. 
Theorem A.1.3 Let A be an n x p matrix and B be an m x p matrix, then 
rank(A(/ - B_BY) = rank[A' B'] - rank(5) . 
Proofi First notice that 
rank(A(/ — B_B)) = dimension of {A{I — B-B)x : x e 3¾^}. 
Let y 二（/ — B_B)x, we have By 二 0. Thus, 
r a n k ( A ( / - ^ " 5 ) ) 二 d i m e n s i o n o f { A ( / - B - ^ 2 : : o; G ^^} 
=d imens ion of {Ay : By = 0} 
A 
= r a n k — rank(5) 
B 
二 rank[i4 B ] — rank(5) , 
by using Theorem 2.1.4 of Wang and Chow (1994). 
Sometimes it is desired to find a generalized inverse of a partitioned matrix. 
The following theorem provides a formula for it. 
Theorem A.1.4 Suppose that A is an n x p matrix of rank r and is partitioned 
as 




where the principle minor An is an r x r matrix of rank r. Then a generalized 
inverse of A is 
• _ 
^11^ rOn-T 
^ - = , 
p-rOr p-7^0n-r _ — 
where the 0，s are zero matrices. 
Proof. See Section 1.1 of Searle (1971). 
Note that for any n x p matrix of rank r, we can interchange its rows and 
columns so that its principle minor is of the form as in A in the theorem above. 
A.2 Orthogonal Projection 
Since the concept of orthogonal projection is important in linear models, we 
discuss some of its properties in this section. Suppose that x G 3R" and S is a 
subspace of 况\ Then x can be uniquely decomposed as 
X 二 y + z ’ (A.2) 
where y G S and z G 5^ 丄，where 5^丄 denotes the orthogonal complement of S. 
The vector y is called the orthogonal projection of x on S. According to Section 
2.3 of Wang and Chow (1994), we have: 
Definition A.2.1 Suppose that P is an n x n matrix such that for any x G 3¾^ , 
y in (A.2) can be expressed as y : Px. Then P is called an orthogonal projection 
matrix. 
Theorem A.2.1 An n x n matrix A is an orthogonal projection matrix if, and 
only if, it is symmetric and idempotent, i.e., A = A = A^. 
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Proof: See Theorem 12.5.3 of Graybill (1983). 
Next we provide a result which gives an expression for an orthogonal projection 
matrix in terms of generalized inverse. 
Theorem A.2.2 (Theorem 2.3.3 of Wang and Chow (1994)) Let A be an n x p 
matrix. Then the matrix AA^ is the orthogonal projection matrix on ^(A) . 
Proof: See Theorem 2.3.3. of Wang and Chow (1994). 
Note that we have 3^(A) 二 3f^ (B) if, and only if, AA^ = BB+ (see Theorem 
6.4.3 of Graybill (1983)). From the above theorem and Theorem A.1.2, we know 
that for an nxp matrix A, the orthogonal projection matrix on 3^(A) is expressible 
in two forms: one is AA^ and the other is A(A'A)~A'. Also, A^A 二 {A^A)' 二 
A'(A')+ is the orthogonal projection matrix on 3^ (^A'). 
A.3 Hypothesis Testing in Linear Models 
In this section we give a short review of testing (completely testable) hypotheses 
in linear models. Suppose that we wish to test the hypothesis H in (1.4) under 
the model in (1.2). In addition, assume H is completely testable. Let RSS be the 
minimum value of ee where e is the n x 1 vector of random errors in the model 
y 二 Af3 + e in (1.1) and RSS^^ be the minimum value of e'e under the constraint 
in the hypothesis H in (1.4). RSS is also called the residual sum of squares for 
the model in (1.2). It is known that RSS = y'{In — AA+)^/ (see Section 5.2 of 
Searle (1971)). We have: 
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Theorem A.3.1 (Theorem 4.6 of Seber (1977)) Suppose the hypothesis H in 
(1.4) is completely testable under the model in (1.2). Then 
i) the i^-statistic for testing H is: 
(RSS/ / -RSS) / rank(^ ) 
二 R S S / ( n - r a n k ( A ) ) ‘ 
which follows an i^-distribution with rank(5) and n — rank(A) degrees of 
freedom when the hypothesis H is true. 
ii) RSSH - RSS - {B^ - rj)'[B{A'A)-B']-{B^ — rj) where p = {A'A)-A'y. 
Proof: See Theorem 4.6 of Seber (1977). 
Note that RSS^ — RSS can also be written as 
{B{A'A)-A'y - rj)'[B{A'A)-B']-{B{A'A)-A'y — rj) . (A.3) 
It should be noted that even if the hypothesis in (1.4) is not completely 
testable, the test statistic F may not be zero. This is another disadvantage 
of the usual definition of testability, i.e., Definition 1.2. However, we have shown 
in Chapter 2 that under Definition 1.3, the F-statistic in (2.15) will be zero if, 
and only if, the hypothesis being tested is nontestable. 
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